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Borough of Manhattan·President Inspires Students
BorOUgh of Manhattan'PresidentC. VIrginia Fields speaks to, Baruch Students. Fields was
on hand ac.st~k to help celebrate ~lack.HistoryMonth ancl welcome In Women's History




Manhattan Borough President C. Virginia
Fields addressed a small number of students
and administrators last week during club hours.
Fields' appearance at Baruch was an effort
'sponsored by the Office of Student Life in con-
junction with the Caribbean Students
Association, as part of their Celebrating Black
History Month program. being celebrated
throughout February.
As the Borough President, Fields is responsi-
ble for deciding how to spend a portion of the
city's budget as well as deciding what building
projects will be given the green light, however
'Fields feels her most important role is being a
representative of the people of Manhattan.
Having marched along side the Reverend
Martin Luther King Jr. in the civil rights strug-
gle and having faced the fire'hoses at the age of
17 in Birmingham, Fields feels that standing up
for what one believes is necessary to make
change happen.
"Despite the dangers that 1 faced." said
Fields. "I thought it was important to change
the conditions around me."
The Borough President wanted to express to
those listening intently that actions lead to
change and that silence only serves to stifle
progress,
"Laws were changed because I and others
chose to fight for our rights." said Fields.
Fields proactive demeanor has not diminished
at all from her days as an activist. As the
Borough President. she has decided to use her
position to speak out and fight for the people.
"I intend to use my office to try to make a dif-
ference," said Fields, "Speaking out is very
important tome and my position will help me
do this."
Last year. Fields joined the campaign for fis-
cal equfty lawsuit in an effort to fight for pub-
lic school funding. A decision was handed
down that stated. according to Fields, that pub-
lic sclrool students were not receiving sound
and basic education because of a lack of fund-
mg.
The decision reminded Fields of the Brown v.
Board of Education decision in which the
Supreme Court decided that black children
were not receiving a fair and equal education.
Although the decision was a victory for Fields.
Governor George Pataki appealed it. The case
will go back to court and it is not known how
long it will take to reach another decision.
Even with such opposition, Fields continues
to spearhead the issues at hand and refuses to
go down quietly. 001 .wi]] continue to have my
voice heard;' she said.
See FIELDS. Page 3
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Clapping hands. swaying hips. banging
drums, and chanting Brazilians, made room
14:l5 at 360 PAS fill with laughter and smiles
as Black History Month concluded.
Attempting to enter the room was as difficult
as removing the smiles from the student's
faces. for all the seats were occupied, and all
the doorways were overflowing with students.
It was a surprise that there was enough food to
feed all the hungry Baruch stomachs.
Capoiera is an ancient Brazilian dance, and is
the origin of break dancing, for the hip hop
community. It also receives its influence from
Aruba and Africa. The dance originates from
slaves. who were unable to practice their fight-
ing moves. and therefore had to incorporate
them into a dance. to protect themselves from
their masters.
Before each dance is performed. hands are
shook. and permission is asked from the land.
"The Earth is sacred, it recognizes our ances-
tors, '" said Cabe 110. "'W'e must ask permission
to perform the capoeria."
, The thunder of drums began. the permission
was granted. and the warriors began to dance,
With their chests thrusted forward. arid legs in
a squatting position, their hands swayed from
side to side. Then a kick, a back flip. a man on
one hand with his legs in an "L" shape brought
excitement. and amazement from every pupil.
The intensity became strong when the female
dancer began capoeira with the men. Quenia,
showed equal strength and agility. and proved
the females are equally capable of handling the .
enduring Capoeira.
After the Capoeira was performed, the Samba
began. Queni a made her entrance with an elab-
orate, glitter filled, yellow costume. and a yel-
10\v feathered topped hat. This turned the ninja
woman - with pants and sneakers performing
capoeira - into a sexy, samba, diva, with silver,
platform heels, a mini skirt, and a spandex top
that showed her bare, curvy, waistlines..
After the Samba, the students were' invited to
learn some reggae samba. Promptly, the
female students proceeded forward, but after- a
little motivation the, men were dipping down,
with a left to right hip thrust. A couple of
jumps and some arm shaking, made some new
samba dancers out of the Baruch students.
The dance group known as Axe Bahia Brazil,
was very excited and happy with the students
eagerness to participate,
'''I like this, where you are very close to the
audience," said Cabello, who has been dancing
for twenty years. He further commented
"Capoeira is a lifetime commitment."
The students were excited, and very pleased
with the event.
·"It was great, 1 had lots of fun," said Yesenia
Garcia. "It was very educational, and rnotivat-
ing,' said Yang Zhao, who is a B-boy himself.
He practices breaking on Thursdays ~t 12:30 on
the second floor of 23 St. building, 'and invites
all interested., including those who support hip
hop.
Many students showed interest and hope to
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CaPoetra d8ncer,~, shows his expertise as a 2O-year veteren of Capolera. Dance
group Axe Bahia Brazil performed Capolera and samba ending BaJcIt History Month with a
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Interview with OJ. Joe's
Creator, Video and CD
Reviews, Poetry
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Fields Motivates Proactivity Within Students
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The Baruch Health Center is working hard to
save Baruch students some cash. A new pre-
scnptlOn program is being offered for Baruch
students, that enables students to receive 25% -
500/0 off normal prescnption costs.
T?e ignition for the new program was a real-
IzatIOn by the Continuum Health Partners, Inc,
that students face many financial difficulties
"Students could not afford the medications we
were prescribmg," said Dr. David 0' Souza. act-
ing medical director for Continuum's Student
Health Services Network. ·'The agreement with
Duane Reade will eliminate this problem and
enable students to receive greater health bene-
fits ..
Students mterested in receiving the discount-
ed rates must show their student 1.0. card to the
health professionals at the Baruch Health
Center. They will then give the students a
Pharmacy Program 1.0. card. Showing this J.D.
card at an) Duane Reade pharmacy allows stu-
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With the right frame of mind. anyone can be an
entrep~rial force. And the place to acquire
the right mindset. is at the Huizenga School. Our
ground-based (one-year) M.BA offered jn South
Florida wm teach you the business world from
an entrepreneurial perspective, You'll see what
, others don't and be able to plan and react. And. no
matter where your interests lie. you'f learn how to
.become an effective leader. which is the mark of
any good executive.
.
Wayne Huizenga Graduate SchO<?I
of Business and Entrepreneurship
Cla$SeS start January, April, July, and October.
It's what makes an entrepreneurial ieader..
Union Square
also sell eggs, dairy products. honey. mark
syrup. fish. beef. pork; lam D, poultry and
plants. The food is of such high quality. that
many of New York's top chefs buy their essen-
tial ingredients here.
These friendly farmers and their tasty crops
hail from small towns in upstate New York
such as Boiceville, Warwick. Red Hook and
Milton. The farmers display their commodities
under colorful tents. and the canopies they hud-
dle under are adorned with great big banners
stating the name of the farm. its location and
telephone number. in large. bold print. The
farmers are very courteous and helpful even to
the city dwellers that don't know a rabbit from
a chicken.
A farmer from Pittstown. New Jersey. ener-
getically explains that black radishes must be
peeled before eating and that the crisp whi te
flesh can be added to soups. stews. or eaten
with bread and butter. Another jubilant farmer
offers leeks, a cousin to the onion family but...,
with a sweeter and milder 'taste which makes
great tasting potato leek soup
In a major metropolis like
New York City. fresh air.
green grass and wholesome
food can be hard to find. The
Greenmarket at Union
square gives city residents a
,rare ghrnpse of life. beyond
;.the skyscrapers and asphalt.
~~UoMiI~~-f~id~o.~,,_
~ ..the:fe:dingthat-they
are picking their own pro-
duce right out off the farm.
·and before long. are tem-
porarily transported to a
place where meadows extend
» ::~~. ·,;.:';·,u as far as the eye can see. For
Radishes are among the many an invigorating moment.
different kinds of vegetables fields envelop concrete
and fruits available at the
farmer's market. (Photol pavement -- a happy shopper
Altavista.com) can forget the traffic jams
and deafening noise of the
crowed city and can load up on scrumptious
mouth-watering strawberries too!
.' ..
.- ' .,; '" .:..
City and is now home to some of the finest
restaurants, including the Blue Water Grill.
Patria, and Union Square Cafe, many of which
feature outdoor dining. Originally the park was
named Union Place, but in 183 1 its 'name was
changed to Union Square Park. In 1882. the
park was the scene of the first Labor Day
Parade (Labor Day is an official American hol-
iday held on the first Monday in September to
celebrate the hard work of people across
America. ) Over the years, this park has seen
hundreds of political rallies, rioters' celebra-
tions and free open-air concerts, and in 1998.
Union Square was designated as a national
landmark.
On the north-west edges of the Park sits the
Greenmarket Farmers Market. It takes place
thanks to the effort of the Greenmarket pro-
gram, which has operated since 1976 and orga-
nizes open-air markets in the city. Its purpose
is to provide regional farmers the opportunity
to sell their crops to city residents. The
Greenmarket organizers, along with a con-
sumer committee, ensure that all products sold
here are fresh and of the best
quality through frequent visits
to the dairy plants, farms, cider
mills and bakeries. On any
given Saturday, the
Greenmarket in Union Square
attracts over 50,000 people...
The influx of people is largely
--dtte-~-tc'--fhe---6~""'l8fII~15oo
tremendous . valiefy ··oT1ffi .
quality goods. Also, since it is
open year-round four days per
week - Monday, Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday - from
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., it has
built a loyal following of cus-
tojners.
Farmers from the rural areas
outside the city sell their crops.
rain or shine; and on any given
day in the market you can find
winter squash. eggplant. bab~ tor:nat~. basil,
ginger. cilantro and ears of Indl.com. In
addition to fruits, vegetables and herbs, farmers
" .
;· ... r .: :, ...::: .' _.
. ... , .. ..p •.,.;;:..:•.,3" •.' : .:.# /•.. '.,., -' ...
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City residents watt·· thrOugh.,- ,the
Greenmarket Fanners Markel The· market
has offered customers a taste of the coun--try since 1976. (Photo! Altavista.com)
between East 14th and East 17th Streets. Three
of the city's subway lines meet here and tens of
thousands of people pour through the Square
every day. It has become the social arena for
.the trendy, fast-paced population of New York .
FardIIaiIs ..., '4 JIii:'"..,,' .HC'aIIMrt
973.443;8842
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Green Market Brings Life to
B)' IIlia na Garcia
Contributing Writer
- - -.-.--
"The market is heaven-sent,"
exclaims a shopper at the Greenmarket in
I Inion Square. "I am here for the vegetables.
but I can 't help munching on the pastries:'
Standing in the heart of New, York City. this
ecstatic shopper is surrounded by strips of ripe
fruits. vegetables, and fresh baked goods.
People are sitting on the park benches over-
looking a statue of George Washington while
sipping a hot drink and reading the latest news:
others munch on a morning snack asthey hurry
through the park on their way to work. Parents
strolling by the grounds escort their rambunc-
tious ch ildren to neighborhood schools. Later
in the day. local college students set up blankets
on the park's splendid green grass and have a
picnic. The majestic. towering trees provide
shelter from the fiery sun but likewise favor a
cool breeze.
Union Square, in the Flat Iron District ofNew.
York City. is one the busiest public spaces
stretching from Broadway to Fourth Avenue
Undergraduate-level college students belonging to institu-
tions located in New York, New Jersey, Connecticut and
Delaware, who run their own businesses are now eligible to
compete .for the following awards in recognition of the best
collegiate entrepreneur:
Each state wi ll recognize first and second place winners.
First place $1000
Second place $500
*The overall winner will receive an extra $1000
The overall winner will compete with winners from other regions
in the North American competitio~.where the first place award is
$10.000 with an additional $1000 going to the nominator.
The deadline for applications is March 9, 2001 and the winners
will be announced and honored in early .May.
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Hundreds ofDollars in Cash Prizes
$$$ Awarded for the. $$$
Top 3 Winning Presentations!!!
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, Coordinated by ·-\~~£)?:~;:.:iZ~.;,~~.;."·: ... ,,
~~t't~t~~~'~sr·~· .
Prof. Susan Goldstein, Communication Studies '~t;'t:s'~ .>
Sponsored by the Vice President for Student Devel





Thursday, April26 / 2:30--2:30 PM
7th Fl. Conference Ctr. --750 / E. 25th St.
I
Speech Festittslp,eliminaries
TfJursday, March 22nd / 12:30--2:30 PM
1336/E. 18th St.
Rules for Participatinf/.;.
1. Only currently enrolled Baruch undergraduates may compete.
2. Your presentation should last between 5 and 7 minutes.
3. Your presentation must be extemporaneous (prepared, using minimal notes; no
reading from a script). Visual aids may be used.
4. Your presentation may be either informative or persuasive:
5. Your presentation must be based on the use ofAT LEAST 4 primary sources. A
neatly typed outline and a list of sources must be submitted in advance to be
considered for the preliminary round. (Include telephone number where you
can be reached).
6. A work-in-progress is acceptable for the preliminaries.
Por further information and to apply, contact:




























You c.an attend Mass at:
F'EBRlJAI{Y 2~ 2001
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, ASHES WILt BE




PLACE: ROO~1 1509 P.A.S.
TIMJ.e:S: 10 am TO 12 NO()11
lind again at
pm TO 3pm
SPONSORED BY THE NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER, OFFIC£ OF
CAMPUS MINISTRY AT BARUCB:COLLEGE,
DIRECTOR; Sa. BARBARA MUELLE~O.P.
ROOM' 1511 P.A..S.
EPIPHANY CHURCH
( 21st St. -.nd 2nd. Ave, )
TIMES; 7am; 8am; 9am; and 12:10 pm
( Ashes distributed after each Mass.')
,
*You are requested to limit your ads to 25-30 words.
That's Right.
Now you. can send in your own ads for roomctes
wanted, items you want to' get rid of (ex. night-tables,
cars, boyfriends, cornputers.etc.] -or anythin'9 else...all
for absolutely no chargel _










Re: Contact information needed
Q l: Yes, we have both used




Name: Gina & Janet
Major: Accounting. Finance
'( Status: Junior. Senior
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e s Thou hts:
it. You read it.
Reporter
pie of that. It is really amazing when you
understand it. By the way, understanding tech-
nology is totally different from knowing about
it. and those who understand it are. and will be.
ahead of everyone else.
Q1: The appeal ofgetting free
music is undeniable, how
could I resist? Another reason
why I used Napster is that the process of find-
ing and downloading music is made easy with
the user-friendly interface.
Q3: Oh yes, it is very powerful! Even if every-
one can't be programmers it is important to at
least learn how to use applications, even that is
powerful. We definitely make efforts to learn -
you have to.
More power to the people!l!
Q2: No way would I pay to download music.
Why would I do that when I could just buy the
original music. online or ill stores?
Furthermore. it takes way to long with the 56K
modem that I have at home for it to be worth-
while, unless it's free.
Q2: No, paying for music through Napster is
not an alternative. Napster is done now. Other
sites that let users share music for free will pop-
up.' Napster open ed up a Pandora's Box, and
even if the music industry can shut them down,
they can't silence everyone.
Q3: Well, I am a CIS major; (laughs) which
basically answers you question. The field of
technology is highly lucrative, and will contin-
..ue to- be in the fnture. -Technological apphca-
tions that we are seeing now are nothing com-
pared to what we will all be using in a couple
of years. Modem technology is in its infancy
and just starting to show its potential.
When I heard that Napster
was formally being shut
down in its current format, I
rushed to the computer and for
-, ;;: tile first time ever. tested the
..'::':~:~:~::
,_ (~jr~ controversial website. It was-
.:.:~:; ~r· \t~~~t .,".' ~~~;~m~;~t:
}L:,::,;{:::{ -,~::::.,,::::::::::;;:::~ n't so much that I wanted the
tunes, because I know there are other sites that
perform more or less the same function. It was _
. more because I wanted to know what it was all
about. I wanted anopportunity to be part of his-
tory in the making, because really. that's what
this is..
Just think about it: a teenage boy had an idea:
it would be cool if people all around the world
could form an online community. where they
could share music with each other. He sat down
and designed a program that made it possible
for people to tap into each other's nard drives,
through the Napster interface, and download
music from each other. It was a great success!
Such a success, that it changed the world for-
ever. Sure, the judicial verdict was in favor of
the music industry (for more info, see article in
the business section), but this teenager, showed
everyone how powerful technology is, and how
he, no one special, could change a whole indus-
try and make millions in the process, just by
knowing what's IIp..
All this to say that things are changing in a
big way, and this is an amazing time to be
alive! Even if you don't understand what's
, going on in technology. please. heed my warn-
ing: MAKE YOURSELF FAMILIAR!!!












You think it. We write
Ql: Yes, I've used the service.
I like it because it is conve-
nient. You don't have to go to
the store to get music, you.
don't even have to leave your house.
Napster,' the online music sharing
community. has been officially declared in
defiance of existing copyright law, and is to be
shut down. The .public doesn't seem to agree
with the verdict. When I was last on the site, it
was still up. and there were over 6,000 mem-
bers logged on. Is sharing music for free shar-
ing. or shoplifting? What is the appeal of
Napster, and why are people still using it? Let's
see what people have to say about this issue,
shall we?
The Questions:
Q1: Have you used Napster? Why or why not?
Q2: The site is going to be redone in compli-
ance with existing copyright law. Will you pay
to download music?
Q3: Napster illustrates how a kid with a good
idea and programming skills caused major
upheaval in the music industry. How powerful
is it to know about technology?
Q3: Understanding technology is very power-
ful. and Napster is' a great example. Anyone
who understands it can make a lot of money.
and create a huge controversy. even if they are
not famous to start with.
By Celine Ruben-Salama
A eting Copy Edit or
rovcwithme@hotmail.com
Q2: If the fees are reasonable. I will probably
use it. A $30 per month membership fee. for
example, would be too much. A small charge
per download would be OK. too.
01: I have never used
Napster, and its not because I
think it's unethical. I'm just
not too into computers. Mostly I just use them
for-schoolwork, typing papers. Excel spread-
sheets. and research.
Q2: Why? There is no advantage if you have to
pay. One might as well go to the s,tore and buy
CD~s. It's better to have the original music any-
way.
QI: No. I never used
Napster. I didn't like the
legal implications involved
with downloading copyrighted material. If
there was ever a lawsuit against users I didn't
want to get "Napped." There are other. better
forums in which to share music that are less
open, and less dangerouaNapster was an idea
based on good intentions, but withpotentially
bad consequences.
03: Technology used correctly can either make
or break companies. Microsoft. is ~ good exam-
Q2: No. like I said, I think the~e'are other ways
to share music without paying. Friends are
more useful than the Internet for these purpos-
es.Furtherrnore, I don't have an MP3 player.
and I don't intend to get one soon. They are
already too limited in terms of what you can do..
However, I will keep my CDR. and continue
copying away.
.,Q3: I think for the past year. technology has
become increasingly integrated into everyone's
lives. It has also been improving! For example,
the first thing they want to know at any job
interview is what your computer skills are like.
since almost any job requires these skills.
Technology is powerful: for me it makes cer-
tain tasks easier. It also has the power to take a
lot of jobs away ...
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to become debated again and again.
Princess J: I had to ponder over this for a bit
and am still somewhat hazy about the degree of
discomfort such an affair is capable of causing
in a relationship. In theory, it shouldn't matter
if the affair is entrapped within the circuits of a
computer network system. The "other woman"
or "other man" does not have a realistic chance
of destroying a happy household since they
would never physically enter it (as the question
states).
One thing I am clear about is that an emo-
tional attachment is as much a division of
affection and loyalty as is a physical'one. So it
all comes down to how possessive one is of
one's partner's affections. Would I care if my
guy were to talk to a female online every night
and type sweet nothings in her dialogue box?
Why, certainly! Would I care if he still gave me
as much attention as he did before? What nerve
of the two-timing rascal!
I'd say" When you have THIS:' ::gestures to
•self:: •. Why would you want THAT?" .rges-
tures to the rnonitor.:
Then the answer is "affirmative" - if you're
channeling your affections to someone else,
you're not exclusively mine. You can't have the






of Re l i giou
POP
If someone is having an "opline affair" and
is seeing someone, but that individual never
has physical contact with that person, does
that constitute infeldelity?
Question of the Week:
Esquire: The internet has.changed our genera-
tion and generations ahead. Contemporarly an
"affair" is generally categorized as an person
who goes out and- acts out hislher infedelity.
But in the cyber wood it's son ofdifferent. Yes
the notion or even the vaguest hint of TEMP-
TATION does exist. I believe that ·if that indi-
vidual ACTS out his/her FANTASY, then that
person is guilty. But when people fantazise
whether out loud ()r on a computer, it depends
on its actions. If a person purchases a nudie
-magazine, does that constitute as an affair of
the single handed mind? It is a form of fantasy.
Yes your counter part may feel very insecure
about the.situation. But certain "adult items"
nave proven to be theraputic in many ways and
has proven to enliven the love lives of certain
individuals.
I believe that cybering can be both rewarding
and a problem. Rewarding if it only exists in
that plane of a cyber window and remai~s in
that realm. It is BAD if these individuals ACT
OUr their fantasies in the real world. Then that
in it self constitutes as wrong.
This is a very controversial issue and continues
"9
dents face. Where the hell are we supposed to
eat on campus? In the 18st building the cafe-
- ~
teria is closed. In the 23rd street building on
our college campus the tenth floor is no longer
part of our college during the ours of 7:00am to
4:00pm. I don't miss those classrooms, but
what I do miss is our cafeteria. The only place
left open for us to eat now is in our cafeteria in
the PAS building.
I do uderstand that it is difficult to fix our
elevator problem, but whv can"t the school
open up the stairs on the I st floors of the PAS
and 18st buildings. so we can at least take the
stairs up! Sometimes when I see that long line
for the elevator I feel like running up the stairs
to my class on tile 12t-h floor. Am I asking for
so much? It doesnt really take to much to
make me happy.
•Well. anyway in this issue I did not write for
my usual column. Don't worry I will have one
for the next issue and at least bi-monthly after
that. Don't be afraid to send in an article once
in a while. I am not biased to what I print so I
will try to make room for all of you.
included.
Africa's unease with George W. Bush was
justifiably vindicated when the candidate
remarked, during his televised debates with
Gore, that Africa did not matter much to
American interests. It may be true that Africa is
no big deal economically or strategically to the
US. but Bush should bear in mind that there is
a lot of potential in Africa especially in the
ever-shrinking global economy.
As the most powerful and richest country in
the world right now, America should not, can-
not, and must not adopt a policy of isolations
towards Africa and the rest of the world for that
matter. Quite rightly. America is entitled to do
whatever it wants with its money and power
without bothering wi.th the problems of other
nations. Bush talks of a great nation with the
ability to lead the rest of the world into the 21st
century, but when you aspire for global leader-
ship and want io be recognized as such, you
must not only talk the talk, but you also have to
walk the walk. In the process of pursuing glob-
al leadership, America should and must have a
role-to play in Ute rest of the world, even the
poor and the wretched like Africa.
Mr. Bush, just as America has helped uplift
the emerging economies of Eastern Europe, the
Third World too has a right to ask for similar
treatment. You don't even have to send money.
All you have to do is help encourage an envi-
ronment where all people will get a chance at
prosperity.
To President Bush and his new Republican
Administration, helping Africa is not only
moral, but it is also important. You cannot
afford to stand by and watch just because you
have inherited an already rich, prosperous and
powerful country, Like they say in Swahili
"mpanda ngazi hushuka" - meaning, "he that
goes up the ladder must come down."
The world has become a single "global vil-
lage." A total African collapse would surely
rock global stability, triggering unpleasant
effects for the world, including America. I
hope that someone whispers this to George.
The third world needs America just as much as
America needs tile rest of the world-will'
someone please whisper this to George W.? _
By Menachem Green
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MEANS FOR AFRICA
WHAT BUSH'S TRIUMPH
The "Madman" Takes Over
-- -------- -----~ - -- -- --
I kyo I am finally taking over. The stress of
taking 13 credits. being an editor for the paper"
and taking care of all my other needs at the
same time is really starting to hit me.
What I am trying to tell you is that I don't
\\ ant to hear you guys bitch about how our
g.rammar sucks. Our grammar is quit fine but
to manage so many chores at one time can
become real difficult. Grammar is not alwavs
on our minds when we have so many ~th~er
things to do.
lo top otT my stress Baruch is not making my
.11 rc am: easier. In the last issue of the Ticker
there was an article titled "Frustrations Spoil
<tart of Semester." The article discussed about
11',)\\ Baruch students started off the semester
l:lcing "chronic problems of registration diffi-
,:ultic:s. long elevator lines. and a high-priced
book store." One would think that about a
l111HHh into the semester these problems would
h~l\ c been fixed.
There are many more problems that us stu-
By Owade J.
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The TIcker editorial staf.f. 1?e Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch ~ollege stude~ts. Publication of Op-Ed artide~ is contingent.upon a~ edi tonal board vote. Le~ers
must be no more than 350 words, typewri~tenand signed. Unsigned letters Will not be published. However~when appropnat:, ~ame.s w111 be wlthhel~ upon request.. Wnters
should prodde day and evening·telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and cl.anty. Address all opinIon pIeces and letters to the Op-Eds edItor. .,
Deja vu! It's over now that we have another
Bu ... h in the white house. George Walker Bush
-, :1\)\\ the .:.l3 rd President of the United States
.\! vmcrica. For the rest of the world. that trans-
;~~tc.; into the next "Global Cop." Let's hope
; holt. among other things. he knows that Nigeria
.... not an "important continent" but an impor-
..mt country in Africa.
l 'ndoubtedly, Africa is going to miss
i)rc.;ident William Jefferson Clinton. He was
the best thing in the White House to happen to
\ frica and the Black people. His two extended
\ isits to Africa were not only very symbolic.
hut also very unprecedented in US presidential
history. His administration oversaw the
appointments of the largest number of African-
.vmericans to senior positions ever. It's there-
fore no coincidence that Toni Morrison-and the.
larger part of Black-Americans referred to
Clinton as the "first Black President" in
America. Clinton quite often took a more than
casual interest in African affairs. For example,
he was personally involved in the passage of
the African Growth and Opportunities Act
(AGOA). AGOA is the important piece of leg-
islation meant to benefit Africa to emerged
from Washington in a long time.
To most Africans. the name Bush brings back
awful memories. They still feel a deep antipa-
thy for the administration of the elder George
Bush that dragged them into the pit of multi-
party politics just as America was emerging
from its victory in the Cold War.
The traditional Republican Partys disengage-
ment with Africa is seriously going to be tested
in this era of globalization with the new Bush
Administration. Republicans tend to have a
Black-and-White view 'of the world coupled
w ith very little patience with those who plead
for "special African circumstances." For exam-
ple. on the first day of his presidency, we saw
Bush bow to the conservative right wing of the
Republican Party to cut sorely needed funding
for Family Planning initiatives, a move that is
sure to hurt the poor countries the most-Africa
..
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TICKER EDITORIAL FEBRUARY 26, 20008
The Running of the Bulls
"I would like to suppo.rt your efforts and will do all
I can to ensure that the blessings that [ have been
given- will he given to you,"
- C Virginia Fields,
Borough ofManhattan President to the students ofBaruch
The cornerstone ofany democratic society is its citizenry participation in
governing their society. At least that is what our civics and history books tell
us. Since the presidential election in November, many voting Americans
have started to wonder ifthat premise is true or just a lie to pacify the mass-
es.
Once agelin, elected government officials have decided to try and overrun
the will ofthe people. In 1993 and 1996 the people ofNew York City voted
to limit the number 0..(years members ofthe City Council hold office.· But it
would appear that the same members ofthe current Council think the vot-
ers did not make themselves clear when they voted in two separate referen-
dums, saying they support term limits.
The 22 Council members supporting a bill that would reverse the voter s
decision to apply term limits should remember that the will of the people is
what matters. While it s nice to know they like their jobs, the focus should
be on doing an excellent job for the people ofthe city and exiting as grace-
fully as possible.
There have been attempts to make this a race issue. We say bull. The eth-
'?
nicity oJthe Council members and'the people they serve is not relevant to
the issue. Ifterm limits can apply to the office ofthe president ofthe United
States, then why not to city government?
Another frequent cry is that four years is not enough time to develop a
relationship with their constituency. Again, bull. Four years is plenty oftime
for those willing to work and spend less time enjoying the perks associated
with the job.
Andfinally, there are those who say thatthere are no experienced persons
to fill the seats of the out-going Council/members. We don't by that either.
Are you telling us that none ofthese Council members, some ofwhom, like
Mary Pinkett ofBrooklyn and Priscilla Wooten ofBrooklyn 50 East New York
42nd Council District, have servedfor over 20 years, have not developed a
successor?
~r ---Ma~b(some of those claiming that there are no prepared successors
'should t ke note from Una Clark ofBrooklyn 50 40th Council District. Clark
has prep red her daughter to runfor her seal. While some may question the
idea ofp s 'ng a council seat from one family member to another, the idea
is that wh it s your time to go, please leave the dignity of~ office in




using their history and beliefs The answer IS
simply stated as free \\-111
The author asks yOU to think fOr yourself I
believe that we. as a human race, are all well
beyond the enlightenment period that's usually
accredited to Immanuel Kand at the end of the
seventeenth century According to the first
amendment of the' I S. Constitution. I am free
to believe in any religion I choose and continue
practicing this freedom everyday that I pray to
my God.
The author asks readers. "w hy should people
be forced to believe what others believe in?" I
have two problems With this question The first
being. isn't the author try ing to push and force
her religion (atheism) upon the readers? The
same thing that is being questioned by the
author is also being used by the author I he
second problem is, when was anyone forced to
believe what others believe in? Maybe If we
go back in history some three or four hundred
years. then I would have to agree; however, the
author is talking about present day situations I
am reminded of the story during the Colorado
high school shooting a few years back During
this horrid massacre. an innocent student was
asked, "do you believe in God," while another
student pointed a shotgun to his face. The stu-
dent had two options; either respond with yes
or no. He was free to respond either way The
student responded "yes" and then was shot and
killed. The student could have responded with
no to save their life, but then and only then
would he have been forced to believe 10 what
others believe in.
I would love to continue and feel that I could
go on much further with this cntique. how ever
I will stop here I feel that I have stated man~
mistakes committed b:: the author I Just \\ ant
to make It clear that l am not tr:: mg to makc a
fool of the author In an~ \1. a) I am mercl)
responding to an OP-I:D that \\ as \\rltten \\ nh
C'v CI} freedom bound b:: la\\ S that makes It
pOSSible for me to \.1. rite m~ c..:nuquc \n: \\a:
the author told me to thmk for m: ....elt. \\hlCh I
am dOing no,,\ ,
I would also hk~ to In\ Ilc the author ot .., 0
RdlglOn" to attend (j phllo::,oph) club mectme
to dISCUSS an_I. othL..:r phIlo"ophlcal l"..,ue .... that
sh~ mav ha\c
tures to the smalk~t ()rgamsm~ Thc; did not
Just "'appear"' one da~ God IS responSible for all
of these \\onders Belief In thiS "eVidence"
requires faith One cannot see atoms. but \\e
believe they exist \Vh:: can"t thiS be the same
with God')
The notion that not folIo\\.- mg the beliefs
found in a book \1. ill lead one to "'eternal
damnation in hell" is merely something created
by religions to scare their followers into staying
with their religion The Idea of "hell" is com-
pletely absurd - why would an all-loving and
all-forgiving God who reahzes human frailty
condemn anyone for bemg human?
The teaching of"Fear God" is equally absurd.
Being afraid of God takes away from one's
ability of having a relationship with God. Take
away the idea of tear. and-.Qne's relationship
witllGod can only flourish.
Unfortunately the Idea of "religion"' has been
raped of its original Idea of liVing peacefully
and having a relationship with God. Look past
the instit\,Jtionalized religions and form your
own relationship with God. Allah. Buddah.
whichever name you prefer. it does not matter.
Open your mind and your heart and you \~ i11
have your own unique relationship with God.





By Anthony Lo Pinto
The follow 109 artI cle IS In response to an OP-
ED published 10 the February 13th edition of
the Ticker It was entitled "No Religion." Let
me start by stating that this IS not an attack on
the author's writing or beliefs, It IS merely a en-
tique
I feel that before I can state my opposition of
the article in question, there is something that
must be accomplished first: I need to state my
background in this subject matter. I am a mem-
ber of the Baruch College Philosophy Club. In
my course work I have studied, on many occa-
sions, different proofs for and against the exis-
tence of a supreme being that is commonly
called God. For my Elementary and secondary
school education I was enrolled in a parochial
school. I was also an altar boy for a few years
in my earlier childhood. My religious standing
at this current time is still questioned. I am a
Roman Catholic. However. I have not been in
church for many years and do not conform to
many if not most of the standings the Roman
Catholic Church tries to strive for. An example
of a few would be; no sex before marriage, the
use of contraceptives and abortion. I believe
that this information is necessary in order to
make it clear that I am not just an angry zealous
religious person. Now I feel that [ can contin-
ue with my critique.
I will focus my discussion to a few points to
keep this brief. During the course of the article
the author puts down religious believers. The
author compares someone who believes in God
to someone who believes in the existence of
Elvis. First of all she must have meant to say
that Elvis still exists. I may be mistaken but I
am pretty sure that Elvis did eXist at some pomt
in history during the mld-t\\entieth century'
The author obviousl) does not kno\\- her histo-
1") of religion I feel that if one lacks kno\\ l-
edge on a tOpiC, tbey should not tI)' to ""nte on
the subject matter In the article the author
questIons the evils 10 the \\orld, some of\l.hlch
the author accuse~ of bemg created b~ God
'oHm\.- could thiS be"" the author is demanding
\Vell. dependmg llO ) our particular bellds. It
can be an~\\ er~d In man:: dlfT~rent \1. a) S
Smce I am a Roman Catholic. I will respond
By Michael Ferrarella
Nelly Neira's op-ed article "No ReligIOn"
makes valid pOInts about the blind follO\,\ing
of religion, howe'Ver. she fails to give adequate
consideration to the existence of God, or a
'"higher power." Nelly simply states that blind
following equals no God. this I cannot agree
with.
The claim that religions believe they are the
only "chosen ones" is quite true. It is also true
that followers have a set list of beliefs they are
"supposed" to follow, and the vast majority of
followers do follow those beliefs without ques-
tion. "Religion" is meant to be about having a
relationship with God, not mindless following.
To question one's beliefs is important and helps
one to fonn their own opinions and create their
own relationship with God.
Human beings were created frail. We have the
ability to make mistakes, which we do on a reg-
ular basis. We also have been given free will,
and it is this free will that brings the pain, suf-
fering, wars, drugs, diseases. rape and torture.
Being human, we often require concrete evi-
dence to prove God's existence. The "evi-
dence" is everywhere. It can be seen in the
earth, the sky, the uni\ler~ and complex crea-




Immediately upon hi" taking office or his
proposing them (This IS one reason that cred-
itmg Clinton for the success of the Amencan
economy IS so Ignorant. but I digress.) They
take time to be presented. debated. passed and
then Implemented The effects of proposals
passed Into law by any administration are 10
fact not felt. for some tirne after they have been
enacted. and those effects are felt whether their
sponsor IS dead or alive.
The writer continually uses the blatantly
racist term 'Uncle Tom' to describe any person
of color who has managed to succeed In
America despite the msrnuation that America IS
inherently racist. For example, the writer
chooses to attack Colin Powell, stating:
"Oh and Colin Powell, hell he s represent-
ing for the West-Indians of this country. right?
1 mean that IS whom he IS looking out for, for
whom it ts In hIS best interest to protect and
serve, right?"
As far as Powell goes, let me make sure I
understand the writers contention here.
Somehow, it is in Colin Powell's best interest to
be "representing for" and to "look out" for a
group of people w ho probably comprise less
than 3% of the US population? Why is that?
How exactly will Colin Powell 'look out" for
this group of people 10 a way that would
adverselv effect African Americans. or any. -
Americans for that matter') Why would he? He
Isn't running for office Could It be that the
\\fIter lust cannot stand to see a black man v.ho
IS articulate. educated and not using his skin
color as a crutch" Could It be that the \\ nter IS
so consumed \\ Ith anger and hate that an:: man
\1. ho succeeds In thIS count!) ,.... Ithout USing the
f<iCe card at e\ eI) turn must be an Uncle fom')
It IS EXAC n Y thiS furm 01 s\\eepmg gencral-
l/.-atlOn that CALSES raCi::>m
I he \\ ntcr then atta(.;k~ CondelIzza Rice, stat-
Il1g that ~mce ~he grel.\ up It1 an all \\ hite neigh-
borhood she can ~ cxc~ed lor b~wg a ":sdl-
out'" because she Is"a product of her en\'lro-
ment '" \\ hat unmitIgated raosm'
In the uilimatc ~hl)l\ or Ignor<tnce and Jeep
.........eued hllI1d hate, \\hlle the \\r!ter dlsparagcs
the contrIbUtions to the 'Black race' of
\braham Lincoln. Ronald Reagan. Clarenc~
1 homas and ColIn PO\\d!. she embraces a
crImmal as a bastIOn of lIght In the fight for
freedom The \\ nter complainS that Hakeem
Oba was com·lcted of robbmg a gas station of
$70 and IS no\\ spending the next eleven years
In pnson. Since when does the amount of
money stolen in a robbery determme the prison
term? The writer fails to mention ifhis cnminal
idol used a gun in his robbery, thereby auto-
matically adding time to his sentence for armed
robbery, something that he was undoubtedly
aware of PRIOR to committmg his crime.
According to this theory. a person who robs a
gas station at gunpoi nt and steals say, $1000
should be sentenced to a longer term than one
who steals only $70? That is such utter non-
sense it is almost not even worth addressing.
The writer doesn't mention anything about this
man except the amount of money stolen, seem-
ingly excusing his crime because of the size of
the booty.
Once again, [ wonder if The Ticker would
publish the slanderous and racist views of a
Klan member or a skinhead, defending it as
freedom of speech. Somehow, I doubt it. This
article IS no less offensive or dangerous.
•._~d .
Response
"Don't Touch My Priva(es.
Ca
I read the February 13 issue of The Ticker.
.ind was absolutely disgusted and infuriated at
the article wntten by "Africa IS Beautiful"
under the headline "Call and Response." It IS
disturbing and sad to see that racism is alive
and \\ ell and endorsed by the school paper
I could wrrte an enure article about the atro-
cious grammar or the lack of command of the
r nglish language of the author. but that IS the
least of the abominations in this vicious. igno-
rant and racist babble. The author continually
rc ters to America as Amerikkka, I assume
implying that all-Americans are secretly mem-
hers of the Klan. Not only IS this racist and
utterly tasteless. It IS the type of inflammatory
and outrageous generalization that closes doors
and shuts down communication between peo-
plc who are interested In healing racial wounds
that scar the face of this nation. This article was
.1 disgrace to Baruch as a whole and to the
Iournalisrn, English and History departments in
particular- Every student, professor and adrnin-
istrator \\ ith a conscience and a brain should be
utterly disgusted at its content.
I cts take a look at the ignorance and Illiterate
ramblings of the author For example. of Bill
( linton the author wntes
"1 mean this ts no need to challenge him
IIIJI his public relations person on his appeal to
'I/e mack race and his method of soliciting
ilL \ rhl!Jf.' realh 1.\ no need to challenge hun
" 111 \ '- hell [{able chOle e prO\'/SLOfl of the /996
1/ e I"i.'/orm rhar !Zo\-t allo\-t S jor rellg/Oll\
IIlIlWtZOf1 1t hen If C()n1CS to mdm,< the
'.h"" 1l<..:Js 0/ otlIe/s, jo/ LullU/X baLk Oil
'I ellre lor LI('a//flg 1!or'k.!(/re lor damn
1I'?IlLllll1,< \('( llor "l ..nul <;7/hqdced !;()[/\-
Africa is Beautiful,
In reference to her hair which is keeped covered
111) l.]l.le~ thl'- IlJdflC ,Il1J p\llll1k'~, ,:!Ii"'-
'1[1rt thl: L'\C,- pI dl1\Olh: tr) lIlg to 1~<lJ Ii
~'-J1 l l1!can d ddll1l1 thll1,g' I 11.:r-: h nu rumt
I I)r "tdrt-:r.... BLlC\.\ 1'- dl1 dMLLlIldk
I :,-:r'r tmn oj the "km color 01 \:erlti!n people...
dllUlh parts orth..: \\orlJ It h not ..1 racc
~ L t-; tll t !l)n ()r t bc \I. () r d r Ll L .: "1 <In: d JL -
,~ t hel c ..lll\ l11.:ntlo'1I,)' .... l\.In l..\)I()r
~ \" :L..:r ~lho L Iall1:~ that b1<.11..1\. rcop lc \ ,lted
,. ( Ilnl(Hl hcc.lll,,-e of an'. numh..:r of r<lCI.st
'- I..:Ll!\rL..:-" lrom hiS lo\e 01 Big \lac~ to hiS
"'\..l.I\ Ill'; of lcllatlO In the o\al oflicc Has
1\ \ ll1e L..:" ~f told th..: \\ lIter that \fncan
\merlCdllS have hlstoncall) voted democratIC.
\.. ::.2.drd less of \, h..:ther the DemocratIc candidate
l ..lh Big Macs or fotu'
I here \\ as one comment m particular that had
lIJe laughing due to Its utter stupidity The
\\flter states of John F Kennedy'
"..1.11 ofthe Czvd Rzghts legIslatIOn that he
1l 0\ so strongly backzng and the deplorable
he!zw'zor he was publzcly denouncmg, not one
/1/11 act or amendment was passed before he
dlt!d "
l am amazed at the complete lack of consid-
aatlon for the events leading to President
K.cnned) 's death. The wnter says that none of
hl~ Bills. Acts or Amendments got passed
hefore he died. Apparently. not only did the
\\tIter miss the Saturday morning "I'm just a
Bill" cartoon explaining to grammar school
Lhildren exactly how legislation gets passed in
\\ ashmgton, he also thmks It was Just down-
right mconsiderate of JFK to go off and get
~hot In the head before getting any of his legis-
latIOn passed' How dare he!
Does the writer have any clue how govern-
ment works') The policies and Ideas that a
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booming economy than you deserved.
In the words of the honest, un-flamboyant
new President of the United States of America
George W. Bush, "The economy did more for
Bill Clinton than Bill Clinton did for the econ-
orny." Mr. President, your charm did more for
us as a people than your actions did for us as a
nation.
"There is doubt, however; over
whetherDr: Dre, Madonnaor
Metallica are losingmillions in
royalties becausesomeone has
downloadedtheir songs. "
14% of Internet users download music. Not cables or wireless transmission), cellular
only that, but 790/0 have never even down- phones that are able to store and receive MP3s,
loaded a music fi~e. F.urthennore, a Universitt. to digital cameras with built in MP3 players;
of Southern California study concluded that, these and other devices are cropping up.
"'MP3 usage among students has not signifi- To gain a local perspective on the Napster
cantly reduced their CD consumption patterns" issue, students of Baruch College were asked to
and "some lOO-!o of MP3 users are buying more answer the following: "00 you think that
CD's because of their MP3 usage. downloading music off the internet is
A technology pioneered by Sony in the 1990's Intellectual Property theft or is it freedom of
called Minidisk, or MD's, was saved from pos- information, etc., and why?"
sible extinction thanks to MP3s. Yet Sony is Vincent Lee (Senior) replied: "I thought it
one of the main litigants against Napster. was a fair tradeoff... considering that modem
albums now... have at most 2 or 3 good songs
which leaves the remaining -usually horrible
songs- as gap fillers. It is just as unfair for a
consumer to buy a CD for just 2 or 3 good
songs as it is to download music. The music
companies are making millions, the consumers
are not going to stop their steady revenue
stream."
William Petz (Senior) replied: "I believe that
downloading music offthe internet is not intel-
lectual property theft due to the whole point of
how it's being done. Information such as
music is being SHARED; people allow others
to take their music right off their computers
(with permission ... if they didn't give permis-
sion, they wouldn't allow sharing). This is no
different from borrowing a CO from a friend."
Jonathan Tao (Senior) replied: "I personaJly
don 't Q.eli~Y.~.lh~Cg-,?wr.tl9~9!J:l~~'y§ic pff the
internet is intellectual property theft. I tend to
contrast the downloading of music over the
internet as a personal radio that plays all the
songs you like and none of the stuff you don't
like:'
Brian Sierra (Junior) replied: ..It's only prop-
erty theft by obtaining the music with
the intent to resell it for your own personal
profit:'
Ovid Sanders (Junior) replied: "Perhaps shar-
ing music over the internet is not Intellectual
Property theft, but Napster 's proposal sounds
good even if musicians are overly paid (which
they are).
Menachem Green (Freshman) replied:
"Lars Ulrich of Metallica is an a-hole:' *
ofAmerica can empathize with me when I say
that.
But you screwed up. You really did, and on
multiple occassions; neither I nor the history
books can forgive you for it.
Mr. PresidentJ am a temperate, fair minded
and above all an honest man. I should tell you,
then, and being a student of Economics, that
even with your empowerment zones and other
initiatives, you took much more credit for the
Online Investment Tools~~~
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Napster's Future Awaits Recording
Industry's Response to Proposal
By Jonathan Tao
Contributing Writer
w~ loved you. You were good at carrying the
weight of all tragedies, national and overseas,
on your shoulders for the public.
.I learned to imitate your body language and
demeanor for fun, and at dinner parties my par-
ents would ask me to perform for the guests.
But do you know what line of yours I would
imitate? The most memorable one of all: "I
did not... have.; sexual relations with that
woman." I'm sorry, dear president, for my
having irnitated this line. But no one at the
party was interested in Economics.
I mention this now. several years after it
occurred because I was wondering how you
have the audacity to pardon your friends and
Democratic party contributors from prison?
And worse, the pardoning of a convicted ter-
rorist and other persons guilty of criminal, not
civil, felonies?
How could you, after the questions you raised
In the minds of America's youngsters through
your infidelities (and I stress that plurality),
continue with unethical behavior in office?
When you were elected nine years ago I was-
n't old enough to fully understand things like
sex. But fortunately for me I was old enough
to understand fidelity, and infidelity by the
time you committed it and to condemn you for
it. Had I been younger you would have made
things very difficult on my parents had I hap-
pened to glance at the television one night dur-
ing coverage of the scandal.
I wish things would have been different, Mr.
President, because I really admire you. I actu-
ally more than just admire you, I adore your
charm and whole way ofbieng, and I think all
In the ongoing battle between Napster and the
music industry over the right to exchange
MP3's over the Internet, Napster seems to have
taken ajab in the face on February 12th. when
a 9th. US Circuit Court of Appeals announced
that the popular MP3 sharing service with more
than 58 million users had to stop allowing
music fans from sharing copyrighted material
over the Internet.
The ruling came as a surprise considering that
the Court of Appeals had previously issued a
stay on a lower court injunction that effective-
ly would have shut down Napster last year,
Napster went on the offensive the day after
the February l'Zth. ruling with plans to offer
record labels $200 million a year from pro-
ceeds it will receive as it plans a new version of
the music-sharing service to be implemented
this summer in July.
The new Napster service will charge users
between $2.95 and $4.95 a month for a limited Napster supporters say that record labels
but yet undetermined amount of downloads should embrace the MP3 format and not
while users who desire unlimited downl~ads eschew it by seeking large settlements from
will pay between $5.95 and $9.95 a month. Napster in an effort to reclaim damages; this
Napster and its partner Bertelsmann AG are _only signal& to the.public their avariciousness.
pr~~ared to pay the top five record labels $150 Ifanything, businesses can cultivate from the
, m~lhon". Each co"!pany's cut will be deter- growing popularity ofthe digital sound format.
t..~!!1,~d__~lth P~rtlOfU9 th~_ '!J!l9unt 0(_s0J!&~_ - The ~eadjDg ot: MEl's can fostec the POP! !Iar=--
I licensed by that company that are exchanged ity of the- very -artists they -represent. -Some
I by Napster users, and the frequency of the believe that recording artists should be com-
exchange. pensated for their creative works. There is
Industry executives and analysts believe that doubt, however, over whether Dr. Ore
~he offer, is too little. ~onsidering th~ record Madonna or Metallica are losing millions i~
industry IS a $35-49 billion a year business. royalties because someone has downloaded
Record companies "are probably going 10 their songs on Napster, These artists are
want ~ore money up front" said Michael B. already being paid handsomely for airtime on
Nathanson, a record industry analyst with radio or TV, not to mention record sales.
Sanford C. Bernstein.& Company. Furthermore, a whole business has spawned
Record labels perceive that not only are COP)'- in an effort to capitalize on the MP3 format too.
right infringements being violated but revenues - A plethora of devices are now available that
are ~eing lostevery day N;pster is in operation. seek to put MP3s at your fingertips. From
But IS that really the case. In a study conduct- portable MP3 players to units that play your






The Market is down since you've started
investing and you've lost a significant amount
of your savings. Wake up if you're in college
right now or between the age of 16 and 40. you
should have no savings. What I'm saying is if
you're young, even forty, you shouldn't be sav-
ing and jf you are, it should only be through a
40 Ik and only in small amounts.
So what if you lost a ton of money, most of
the country did too, but don't sweat it. You stiII
have a future in investing. What is important is
)OU got your feet wet. You think Bill Gates got
rich on his first investment? No. He failed and
failed miserably, but where would he be today
if he didn't try again and start Microsoft. Ok,
maybe he would only be a millionaire and
inherit a nice trust from his father, but he
\\ ouldn't be one of the riches men in the world.
\1) point is you have to start over and cut your
losses, that is the game of investing.
Rule number one: in a bear market you bet
on \ alue. Rule number two: only follow rule
one if you at the age of 40 or over and you
11.1\ c to save for retirement or your children's
LoJkgL' tuition. Rule number three: since you
.1,-: starting over with your investment plans
and listening to me. then my first assignment is
fino a good website with great research tools. r
usc a bloombergterminalfor my investments,
hut since you might be starting out and you
lu \ ~ a lack of funds. check out briefing.com.
~ ahoo finance and your brokers free research
.vebsite area.
\\'hat we are looking for is three things. First
the historical growth of every and any stock
\ ou can find. You might want to start with the- ...
known blue chips like IBM. Oracle. Microsoft
and proceed to find all the major Dow Jones
PIa) crs, You will find that any of the good
:;.rowth stocks will have 15-200/0 growth. each
:'car for 5 or more years. Look for historical
information on it for free at www.sec.gov and
then click and search on the Edgar Database.
lhe next step" "and this step is easy", ask
~ ourself' what are growing industries"? If you
Jo not follow current technology news then
search news websites and search for strictly
new technologies becoming popular.
The last step is to "check the competition
out". What is the company's growth compared
tl) other companies in the same industry or sec-
tor') What is it's price to earnings ratio com-
pared to other companies. Also, if the compa-
n: has 250/0 of an industry's revenues or sales
.!nO it's market cap is less than another com-
petitors who only has 150/0 of the market, then
chances are that that if all the other aspects of,
'1>: company corne together in a positive way"
he stock could be a good moderate-term buy.
n future articles] will highlight some compa-
nics in emerging growth sectors while giving
~ ou some solid advice to help us college stu-




Last year I studied your land policies in my
I Jrban Economics class and I thought you did
some great things.
The 'empowerment zones' idea was terrific;
) our policy brought much investment into
poor ghetto neighborhoods like South Central
LA. and revitalized falling neighborhoods that
were once hubs of cultural activity, like
Harlem.
I am writing to you to let you know this.
During your terms I also laughed at your jokes
and called you president with pride.
You were funny and gracious, smiling well
with everyone because you loved them, and
-~!
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Wednesday, Februarv 28th, 2001
12: 15-1 :45 Pt\1
Room 1200 - 360 Park Avenue South
(Sandwiches & Drinks Served)
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The Sixers had chemistry. Will the) be bet-
ter with Mutombo? Possibly. but in all hon-
esty, I wouldn't count on It.
Allen Iverson. who has been a walking, talk-
ing, breathing sconng machine since the all
star break, seemed rather dissappointed at the
trade press conference about the deal lie
wanted to play the rest of his career \\- ith some
of those men. and became brothers with thc m.
That brotherhood is what produces cherni stry
in a team. And in any .tearn, you have to keep
your franchise player happy, Will Iverson start
to sink because of this little trade? No one
truly knows. But don't be surprised if it does
happen.
On the Hawks side of things. they had noth-
ing to lose. With just 1& w ins on the season.
losing Mutombo and gaining the veterans that
they have may make for some good! Call me
crazy, but maybe the Hawks know somethi ng
about Mutombo that the rest of the league isn 't
privy to.
Bottom line. I think the Sixers MAY have
made an immense mistake here. .
Then again, I am also the person that believes
that Vince McMahon's XFL will still succeed,
so maybe I can be wrong. Eh, you never
know!
Now, if the Sixers management want to real-
ly learn how to run an organization. they
should take lessons from the Colorado
Avalanche!
For the second straight year, the Av's have
picked up an All-Star defensernan to add to
their killer blue line. Last year it was Ray
Bourque whom everyone suspected would
retire with the Boston Bruins. Nov. Its Rob
Blake, whom everyone suspected would retire
with the L.A. Kings.
This is where the Sixers management should
take note.
On their playoff run. why not hire a veteran
who knows what it takes to \\ in. By giving up
Adam Deadmarsh as well as Aaron Miller,
one can argue that the Avs are putting all their
eggs in one basket. In one OLD basket.
Well there is ajustification to all of that The
Av's time is now. They aren 't building for the
future. 'They are building for a run at the Cup.
this year, right now. Betw een Sakic, Hejduk,
Forsberg, and Tanguey, the Av 's have a
plethora of 20 goal scorers and a goalie by the
name of Roy who just may be the best to ever
play the game. Not to mention the All-Star
game caliber line of Blake and Bourque. you
are garunteed a rnenacmg and talented team
with probably the two best power pia) point
men on one team ever.
Now that is what I call improving a team.
well oiled machine. A team like the Nets
should have made such a deal. The Knicks,
possibly, But the 41-14 Sixers?
See. this is a major problem in sports today.
Look at the Baltimore Orioles. They went out
and spent millions on names, but never took
into consideration one little thing.
Chemistry. .
Without that secret recipe for success. you are
just hiring names.
Dikembe M·utombo· sees"greener·pastures···ilhead as he· IS ~lllppe'd' off
to the leaders of the East, the Sixers. Photos/courtesy ofespn.com
On to other news. The Sixers and the Hawks
have recently completed a deal that has sent
no-no finger swaying Dikembe Mutom bo
and Rowshon McLeod to the Sixers in
exchange for veteran Toni Kukoc, Theo
Ratliff, Nazr Mohammed and Pepe Sanchez.
Now my simple question to Sixers manage-
ment here is why mess with success? You are
atop the severely weak Eastern Division. you
are at 41-14 with a team that has gelled into a
asylumd~ve@hotmail.com
Acttng Managing Editor
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Fox had been hyping NASCAR for months
now. The Daytona 500. the fierce commercials
. cars zooming. rear ending each other. hell you
couldn't help but feel compelled to at least take
a look. There was enough testosterone m
those 30 second spots to kill a kangaroo
Naturally. I tuned in. TV was weak, and FOX
seemed exciting. I catch the race close to the
start. and only one thing kept me from flipping
the channels.
Dale Earnhardt,
Here is a name that I knew! A man that I
have seen countless times on ESPN triggered
my memory. The Intimidator. That dude with
the moustache that always held up the winning
trophy. and was on those Chevrolet comrner-
cials. The cowboy looking guy that always
celebrated along side his children. who also
raced in the NASCAR circuits. This Dale
Earnhardt guy was the only reason I even
stayed tuned. simply because he was the only
true racecar driver that I ever recognized and
knew something about.
So on one of those early laps. there was a
speeding Earnhardt closing in on first place.
The FOX leaders graphic came up and there
was that moustache and black cap at second
place. I had to keep watching.
Tragically. Dale Earnhardt died on the final
lap of the Daytona doing what he did best;
intimidating the opposition. This didn 't seem
like the kind of crash that could kill this legend.
I mean. I saw him on ESPN in worse accidents
\\ ith him gingerly jogging away. This time
\\ as different.
Oak Earnhardt was without question a leg-
end in his own time. He was a family man. a
keen business man. and a talent that gave his
heart and soul to a sport that he dearly loved
and treasured. His merchandise sales rivaled
that of Michael Jordan. His face has appeared
on countless commercials. mugs. and t-shirts.
You go up to any casual sports fan who has
nev er watched NASCAR in their lives and ask
them If the) at least recognize the ~_ame o!
Dale Earnhardt and the answ er will be yes.
1magme that. A sport that is probably as popu-
lar as water polo here in the North. but we
could still recognize that name
Dale Earnhardt.
Now I w ill not pretend. like I stated earlier
that I am a big fan. or that NASCAR will never
be the same. because frankly, I don't know the
sport all that well. All I do know is that he will
be missed.
Dale Earnhardt ( 1951-2001), god bless you.
N ecessary Roughness
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The bottom line is: YOU CANNOT MAKE
THE SAME MISTAKES YOU MADE IN
THE PRESEASON IN THE POSTSEA-
SON!
Bad decisions also translated into bad shot
selections. One stretch saw Baruch make a run
and come within three. get a stop and then a
bad three point shot was hoisted up by the
Statesmen. This play was one of the ones that
shifted the momentum and also made Baruch
begin to rely on individual talents as opposed
to team play. It may seem, and perhaps rightly
so, that I am harping on the Statesmen's
mistakes. but I as so~others. not only
expected a CUNY title. but a flawless perfor-
mance from this veteran team. This article is
one step towardsclosure, I feel that the team
cannot honestly say that they "left it all on the
floor". This includes bench players who at
times appeared dazed or confused about what
was happening around them.
One of the saddest parts of the evening was
knowing that all season, Baruch had won these
kinds of close games. In fact. there was prob-
ably only one game the Statesmen won that
was not under 10 points. The other part of this
sadness was that Baruch had turned around a
woeful start and had won every crucial game
prior to the CCNY game.
On a final note. watching the team lose was,
for me. much like a surreal snapshot in a par-
ent's life who has armed a child with the prop-
er tools to be successful in this oft-times insane
world. only towatch the child succumb to peer
pressure and watch the child not give it his/her
all. At least in my case I can always look for-
v..ard to next year! Thanks to all the coaches
for their unwavering effort and dedication and
to all the graduating seniors: Dave Thomas,
Lou Pento. Perry Tstlogiannis. Don Gardner.
Kevin Cheung and Oliver Verzosa, it was a real
pleasure - you are armed... SUCCEED!
enough job getting everyone especially Iorio
Involved in the game. Iorio touched the ball
1\\ ice in the first half and scored twice then
did not get passed the ball in scoring position.
She worked for her points in the old fashioned
way in the second half. by hitting free-throws.
These free throws were always set up by
Wright. who I felt had a great game. but
should have continued to drive to the basket a
Iittle bit more
Sometimes w hen a team is not in sync. and I
normally do Rot condone this, a player has to
become a little bit more selfish. especially.if
that player is playing \\ ell.
On one hand. the team did not pia) we ll
overall in its last game. but on the other hand
the team has had a much improved season
compared to last year's. Consider, if you will.
the team lost by 98 to CSI last year and lost
b) less than 40 points this) ear. The real
highlight has been winning more than double
the games it \\on last year! These facts and
the reali!):..that the team will improve in the
off-season is the only solace right now for the
girls and coaches. The team has no seniors so
it \\ill return Its entire roster with any addi-
" tlOns that second-year coach Bob DiNardo
may have The majority of the girls are actu-
ally going to play in tournaments together
0\ er the summer to ensure that they improve
and continue to gel as a team ... that is exem-
plary'
The coaching staff would like to thank the
,team for ItS hard work and dedication. In
relatt:d nc\\s. Janfeese Wright was named to
the CUNY tint team all-stars. There is .'
dh", ays nl:\:t ~ l:ar!
The women's basketball team lost a tough
game to Medgar Evers (62-55) in the qualify-
ing round. • Essentially, whichever team lost
would have made it into the CUNY tourna-
ment as the eighth seed and would play
Hunter. The Stateswornens season is now
officially over.
Aside from the fact that the season is over.
the real heartbreaker is that the team lost a
game it should have won to a team that it had
already bested in the regular season In the
first encounter. Baruch could do no wrong as
the team had a season high in assists and lay-
ups The team was paced b)' Jarneese Wright,
Melissa James and Jennifer Iorio.
The only similarity in the second game was
the stellar play by Jarneese Wright and Iorio's
play which improved in the second half. The
Stateswomen looked much like the team from
last year as they fum bled through p lays and
missed a slew of shots and lay-ups.
The only saving grace was that Medgar \\-as
not that good and so the Stateswomen, no
matter how poorly they played. still found
themselves very much In the game after cut-
ting a 21 point deficit to trail only by eight
\\ Ith at least six minutes remaining. The
Stateswomen actually outscored Medgar in
the second half 42-25! The run proved to be
a faux amies and Medgar soon turned up the
defense, forcing Baruch into rushed shots or
turnovers. The Stateswomen could not gd
passed the eight point hump the entire game.
The turnover story was probably the biggest
Issue for the Statesv. omen as the) had more
than ~5 for the game The other story. In m)
0pll1Ion. IS that the team did not do a good
The Statesmen's Center Dave Thomas taking the ball strong to the basket. Among the
league leaders in scoril1g and rebounding, Thomas was the CUNYAC runner-up MVP.
(Photo/ Davisak Rangsiratanakul)
teet a pia) er from pick 109 any more foolish
fouls
Second there w ere a lot of bad decisions and
mental mistakes b) the play ers and most of the
pia) ers did not 0\\ n up to these mistakes. In
other \\ ords. players began blaming other play-
ers for mistakes instead of first looking at
"w hat have I done wrong?" A huge consistent
mental mistake was not boxing out before
jurnpmg for the rebound. Between Jarneek
l\lorris. Thomas. and Pento there should be no
offensiv e rebounds although the Baruch
guards certain I) did not help matters either,
. ....
team makeup would've. separated us from
being a good team to a really great team. Yes.
our season has gotten off to a slow start but
there are a lot of bright spots and if we can get
our act together. w e should be able to do well
the rest of the season."
Since the season has Just begun. there are still
some spots left on the men's \olleyball team.
All those interested ~hould contact Ralph
Slflannl at (212) 387-1~74 or go to the 7th
tloor balcony of the 23rd street building. The
next home game tor the men's volleyball team
\\ 111 be Thursdav March I at 7 PM. All home. -
games are played in the 23rd street building
g: m - se\ enth floor
The women's softball team is also looking
for some players. The season is almost here
and coach Penny Wei ner urges all interest-
ed, no matter the skill level, to contact Ralph
Sirianni at (212) 387-1274 or go to the 7th
floor balcony of the 23rd street building.
It was all there: an exceptional coaching staff
led b) "Coach of the Year" for the second
straight ~ car. Ray Rank is. runner-up MVP and
first team CUNY all-star Dav e Thomas:
CUNY first team all-star and league leader in
rebounds. Lou Pento. head) and underrated
guard 0 Ii\ cr Verzosa: sharp-shooters' John
Alesi and Joe Longobardi: stellar defender and
shooter Perry Isilog iannis: exceptional paint
pia) er Don Gardner: and of course the fact that
the Statesmen \\ ere the defending champions
\\ ith the best record In their div ision and the
regular season champions for the fourth
straight ~ ear! Whew I 1 didn't e\ en mention
that Baruch had defeated the eighth seeded
team It faced In the first round (CCNY) both
times during the regular season b~ tw 0 and
three POints respectiv d;.
From the operung tip It was apparent that
Baruch \\ as "flat" CCNY apparently had no
fear of the number one-seeded Statesmen nor
did CCNY \\ Ish to go dow n as another team
that Baruch had bested CC0:Y hit rune of its
first II "hob en route to a 38-28 half time lead!
\nd for their part. Baruch appeared deflated.
cluclcss perhaps
Much like an) champion and \\ ith some tin-
ker inu from the coachina staff. the Statesmen
~ .-
made ,1 strong surge and actually took the lead
\\ I1h about SIX m mutes rcmairung \\ I1h a mere
three rnmutes and change on the game clock. a
h2-59 lead and one or the league's best free-
,h()PkT~ ,1[ the line In Iohn \k .... 1. Baruch was
1L1 excellent shape \Ie::'l missed the front end
01 a one-and-one and Runk is could not call the
11 meout he had planned alter he made the free-
throw-. to .... cule his gU\ sand tell them. "he).
thi .... I" Iu"t like pracuce a three minute game
and w c are up b~ five." Instead. Baruch unrav-
elcd. allow mg CC~Y to regain the lead In the
end. C("'\;"Y had 73 points and Baruch had 67
I he first urne since 1992 that an eighth-seeded
tcurn knocked off the to p seeded team'
So \\ hat rea lly happened? r 0 begin \\ ith,
Baruch hax nut matched up well with CCNY
all season. hence the close Statesmen \ ictorics
I n the regular season 1he primary problem is
that C( '\1' has mobile. big men. forwards and
centers \\ ho are nimble, and can put the ball on
the floor and shoot the three This forced the
fir .... t major xign of possible Impending doom
<mce the Statesmen had to go zone instead ot
their LO\ ctcd man-to-man defense. the:
Statcsmens stronz SUI t Verzosa also got In
~ ~
....orne foul trouble and the zone can better pro-
February 26, 2001
Defending Champs Ousted In First Round!
\
I he men s \ ollev ball team IS now 3-4 In
CL'0:,) attcr a tough loss on Tuesday to
Brook ly n I he match \\ ent the distance (fi \ c
sets). but the Statesmen could not get the job
done I he team had little urne to w arm-up and
actuallv thouzht thcv might be forced to torten. e _ ~
s~f'dld not ha\ e enough pla~ ers SUited up
LuckJl). t\\O of Il::, pla~ers arn\~d .iu'\{ In the
nIck of time from their e\ l:nmg classes
/\ccordll1g to co-captall1 Chns \\aldmann.
"Our tt:am IS \ er) talented and \\ e're gettmg to
kno\\ each other better \\ nh e\er~ game \'Yt:
pla~ I thll1k m: teammates \\ould agree v.ith
me In sa: Ing that \\ e c<.lI1 detill1tel~ make a run
at thL Cl :" Y tllk thiS )-ear \;1or..:o\ er. \\ e haH:
\\ hat It takes to compete ag.am~t an: other team
In our conkrt:nct: "
\\'hLn ljul:f1ed about the tt:am's slo\\ ::,tart.
\\'aldmann n::plIeJ. " ! hIS: ear \\ e'\ e alread~
lost three pIa: er" to InJ ur) for the season
-r h()..,e thret: gu~ ~ alung \\ nh the rest of our........
m
...
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20). Take a Scorpio's
advice in all matters regarding children. Caring
and taking responsibility seem inseparable. The
remainder of the week will be set up by how you
handle these tasks, no matter how small they
may seem.
"Am I going to die?
Where are my friends?
Are they okay?
What's going to happen to me?:" .
Did u die or not?
What happened to urfriends that were in the car
with u? .
Just send this to everyone u know.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). An important
new relationship deserves plenty of care and
contemplation. Your affability won't take you far
with this worthwhile conquest. Your genuine
thoughtfulness isrequired in a difficult situation:
add your personal touch.
Pray for all of the people that it DID happen to
and thank God that it didn't happen to u.
They all died.
All of the other people in the car died.
They are all gone.
u never got to see them again. As for u...
u died too.
NO, this really didn't happen. u were just imag-
ining all of this....But what if it were real? What if
it really happened to you?
Think about it.
That car was the LAST car u were ever in with
your friends.
Those four people were the LAST people u ever
saw.
CAPRI CO RN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). There is a
serious possibility that you will be noticed and
cited for your past accomplishments. A promo-
tion should be forthcoming, too. A thoughtful gift
for an elder shows that you remember and hold
him or her in high regard.
This really didn't happen to u.
Did u pick the four people in the car with u wise-
. Iy...or The song u were jamming to was the LAST
song u EVER heard.
Don't you wish u would have had the chance to
tell everyone u loved them?
Don'tu wish u could have told ur parents u loved
them one last time?
Don't u wish u could have kissed ur boy/girl-
friend one last time?
Don't u wish u could have told ur crush how
much u loved them?
Don't u wish u could hug ur friends one last
time?
Don'i u wish u had the chance to do all of those
things?
u still do.
Send this email to everyone u love, hate, wish
would die...friends, family, even enemies.
Imagine all of the following and fill it out as u
>
go along.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). First work to pay
the rent, then enjoy the home you've paid for. Life
is simple. You have enough work around the
home to keep you occupied for some days
ahead. Be patient: happier (or at least more
interesting) days. are just ahead.
Title: FWD: This Shit Makes You Think .
The "Diamond in the Rough" of Useless E-Mail
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Be a good
listener, and you'll gain valuable knowledge from
what you hear, as well as a grateful pal. Visit an
invalid or someone who's been through a tough
time. Sharing your energy with others will bring
you luck.
( what car are you driving?- UARE THE DRI-
VER!!! If u .can't drive remember, u are just imag-
ining!)
u are flying down the road out of control.
u hit a speed bump and the car flips and lands
upside-down in the grass beside the road.
u lay there crying because you are in so much
pain from the accident.
u hear nothing but silence.
As they ride u to the hospital, u pray and think to
urself
It's Friday nig ht and u are drivi ng ur car.
LIB RA (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Aspirations and
ambitions are highlighted, Opportunity may
come to you through the back door. By being
prepared, you can win when others are caught
off-guard. A new friend may pop into your life
quite suddenly. Be welcoming.
Ih is We ek' s tio1.1e..s.LF 0 rw ard..a..-!__
/
•
who is in the car with u?-
As u drive, u and ur friends start jamming to
some music.
( what song are yall listening to?-
So, u are jamming to some music with four other
people
in the car and all of a sudden this crazy driver
hits u in the back!
The paramedics get out of the car, put u on a
stretcher and then into the ambulance u don't
get a chance 10 see the other people that were in
the car with u
silence silence u try to yell OUt to ur friends,
but u are in so much pain and shock the words
won't come out.
u can only have FOUR other people in the car
with u.
u lay there for about 4 minutes,
but to u it seems like 20 minutes.
. - '- -'.~'~. ..
u finaUy hear someth~ng.
u hear the ambulance
and u have never felt more relieved.
u lay there, still in the car, thinking about ur fam-
ily, friends, school, past holidays, enemies, old
friends, old lovers. u start to pray for the other
people in the car and for urself.
VIRG0 (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Your experience
counts in atricky work situation. Handle an older
person's needs considera1ely; you may have to
seek more economical arrangements. A situation
that seems harmless may be detrimental. Take
caution.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22). True pride and self-
confidence are derived from self-respect; con-
centrate on maintaining it. Stormy emotions sur-
round your love life; remain calm. Do not ignore
achild's problems with schoolmates. Walk or fun
off those restless feelings.
CANCER (June 22-July 22). Wonderful
moments of revelation come during ordinary
tasks. Powerful friends are working for you
behind the scenes. Honest answers are the only
.riqht ones today; be scrupulously frank. Write
about your dreams or wild mental wanderings.
self for writing such a moronic
piece. That article deserves to be on
the bull etin of a sixth-grader's el e-
mentary school with a sticker stay-
ing ~ery Good!" I myself believe
that religion is the biggest sham of
all time, but I would not write an
article about those opinions without
having some factual evidence to
prove my point. Had you written an
article stating that religions contra-
dict the very scriptures they.adhere
to, and then followed that statement
with factual evidence, then that would have been
good writing. You could have attempted to factu-
ally prove that religions are so blind in their
erroneous ways that they are blasphemous to the
very gods that they believe in. But instead you
chose to say stupidity like people who believe in
a certain god might as well believe in were- .
wolves, unicorns and Elvis. Seeing as that you
have the brain capacity of a unicorn, you might
as well have told us that the teachings of the
Nation of Islam are as flighty as the tooth fairy.
Your inconsistent babblings and foolish points
are backed by one or two interesting questions
like why god allows rape and other horrors. What
becomes immediately evident though is that you
.cannot have a discussion with a person who
strongly believes in a faith, because that person
would expose your ignorance and absolutely
prove that your opinions cannot hold water. Any
Jew or Catholic can prove why their god allows
such vile acts like rape and murder. You can't
even use one fact to prove one opinion in a six-
paragraph article.
Mr. Green, please do no allow writers to place
some shitty article about how they don't under-
-. '-. --" - - _ _. - .. _._. -._". . '" -. -. - -- ~~ . ~- '-." ---
stand simple things, such aspeople believing in
religion, simply because that writer is an idiot.
The Baruch community is being cheated out of
honest and professional writing. The Ticker has
cheated us once again. I feel almost as upset as
I did when I was given two bucks for a textbook
that cost me $ 50 dollars last semester. I pro-
pose that college students nationwide boycott
textbooks until the textbook industry becomes
reasonable. Please let me know if you would fol-
low me in this act of rebellion. I hope that all of
you in Readerland learned something in this arti-
cle, but most importantly I hope that people are
offended by this piece. Lastly, I hope that those
who read this article realize one thing. This isnot
the news; irs just the truth. Peace!
Asylum Featu res!
.....................•..................,..- ·.·0· ·.·.•.·.· · · ' ' .
ARI ES (March 21-April 19). You will make a
new friend-out of an old enemy. Abundant ener-
gies can be channeled into exercise, if you're
willing to use it for that purpose. If not, take a
walk with a friend yOlJ can talk to or window
shop, but put off making purchases.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20). Issues regarding
an old debt resurface, but not by you. You're
asked to help someone older w.ho has done a lot
foryou in the past. You can't say no, so deal with
it wisely. Returning a favor is al ways good for
karma.
GEMINI (May 21-June 21). Transforming a
friendship into love is a Gemini's courting strat-
egy; especially if he or she chooses an exciting
Sagittarius. Today's experiences may resonate
for months to come! Share your positive energy
with those who need it most.
HOROSCOPE for entertainment use only
:.·.·.·.·.· • ·.·J' ·.--...·.Yoo~.,.·-.·.· V··._......-v • •..A· .
.A1..p..b a and--.D megf-'-la _
By Tribulation - Contributing Writer
\Nell, it seems 3S though we have a new Acting'Editor
for the OpEds section of the Ticker. This new Editor has
replaced Franck Moncoe, whom we 311 love and respect.
because r18 is not gomg to be wnting anymore of his oor-
ing:·ass Op..Eds pieces about how he is so mad that he ~s
about to bleed outside of his maxi pad. He istruly a little
girl. So now we have a new editor who has areacv dis-
., .
graced thE Op-Ecs section of 1r-, 8 Ticker becsuse he iS
I
A)
Dumb, and B) he allowed bat nonsensical piece written
by NeHy ~~e;ra to be published. These two ass-wipes have
both successfully annoyed the bloodv shit out of me.
I will start off with Menachem Green, the NEW
Acting Op-Eds Editor. He had the nerve to place
abrilliant F. Scott Fitzgerald quotation to start his
first installment. This was the quotation: "Either
you think, or else others have to think for you
and take power from you, pervert and discipline
your natural tastes, civil ize and steril ize you." His
argument was that the media used catchy stories
to grasp the attention of the masses. Mr. Green
feels that the media should not do that. Well,
nuts for brains, the media needs people to pay
attention to them otherwise there is no media.
We are the media! If we were not outlandish, then
no one would care and we would have no pur-
pose. You were showing us that F. Scott
Fitzgerald warned us about people thinking for
ourselves. I couldn't agree more. I don't think
that people should think for me, but even though
I am someone with half a brain, I know that the
media is at many times full of shit. Do you know
how I know that? Well, dumb ass, if you really
.knew F. Scott Fitzgerald, then you would have
known that he also said this: "What people are
ashamed of usually makes a good story." (Love
of the Last Tycoon: A Western) The very genius
you quoted ~o· Waffled ··you··about-tRe·fact--tnat
wild and outrageous stories are the most inter-
esting. F. Scott Fitzgerald himself told us that we
would love see astory about the President bust-
ing cum-shots on his interns dress.
Now onto Nelly Neira's piece titled, "No
Religion." This has to be the most ridiculous,
downright silliest article ever printed in Ticker's
sixty-somewhat-year existence. Instead of giving
an intelligent, fact-filled, and researched article,
you gave us a six-paragraph glob of nothing.
You have the audacity to ask thousand year-old
religions, witt} millions of followers to provide
EVIDENCE AND PROOF, when you gave the
readers an article chock full of asinine analogies








tions. The first page you face when opening the
Asylum. Do not hesitate to give us your issues
on his behalf. Any comments, criticism and fac-
tual information is much appreciated from you.
Our other section, cd reviews, video reviews
and concert reviews speaks for itself. We need.
however. any of your opinions on any published
materials that we have in Asylum.
This semester, we introduced our new fea-
ture, horoscopes. Hopefully, this serves as alit-
tle break before your professors come in your
classes, or even just being on those damn stupid
elevator lines.
For the coming issues, we hope to introduce
a food section available to your needs and pref-
erences. A review of best places on a ten block
radius around BARUCH!!! Many more sections
will come if you care to participate. Anything
you want to see In this Arts & Entertainment
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Ifs another busy night here in our little Asylum
world, but of course we have you in mind to
serve.
Another ever amazing cover story from our
Arts Editor, Mike Ferrarella: A tribute to GI Joe.
Go in the mind of the man behind the personal-
ities of the characters. Relive memories of the
ever-entertaining cartoon. Amazing.. I cannot
tell you how improved our staff in working on
this.. Okay maybe I am going off the tangent
here, but I think it looks amazing. We welcome
your comments!
Our movie review of Sweet November star-
ring Keanu Reeves and Charlize Theron got tw a
thumbs down from our Contrubuting Writer,
Moah Son. "It's a known fact that Keanu Reeves
cannot act for his Iife." Do you agree or not? I
personally think the movie sucked too. A very
sappy obsessively psychotic Chertize Theron
scared me. Athough we all can totally relate at
some point in our life huh? :)
Our poetry section is continously growing
from personal struggles to pol itical issues. The
success of this page is due mostly to your par-
ticipation. We always welcome all the comments
that you may have.
Pleaseeeeeeeee!!! Do not ever forget the con-
troversial Alpha and Omega in our features sec-
.:- "', -, ~ ' ."
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• Vi deo Revi ews
..........". .
Vi deo Revi ews •
Westley and Fezzik have a liUlewrestiing' battle of
their own. Andre the Giant gives a performance inthis
movie that is truly memorable and a laugh a second.
This Tale of True Love will warm your heart and entertain you for years to come.
describing scenes, but let's not get Into that.
Ttl is Isn't attack agal nst the writer
of the article but a defense
of the movie.













quotable. Irs not funny
the sleazy, gross-me-out,
Trip, American Pie, Scarymovies like
Movie etc. It's an mtelliqent humor,
whIch you aren't "told to
laugh at. II You













even better. You can rei ate
to both and you root for them the
whole time. The poem at the end IS funny
though powerful, unexpected and to the
POint. It wasn't "PMS inspired,"
thank you very much, and
neither IS this response
letter before you Jump
.~.. . :.' and say so.
l~:':l; JW"~ ~>~; . This excellent movie
"a",J~"""h~<'- -: ..
. .:~~~.;:.~. doesn't kill any "brain
cells". I call it my "happy
movie" because I t cheers me
up. I'm recommending It to every-
one. I'm not a "teeny copper". but a 23 year 01 d
senior here at Baruch. All my friends and Sib-
lings which are not teeny boppers either but In
their twenties and thirties (expect for my 14 year
old sister) all love the







Taming 01 The Shrew.
By--Francesca Genna Lanita
Francesca628.:gjaol com
l'rn not one to respond to an arud e
:n any newspaper no matter










up the February ,
13th Issue and read- _
Ing through I found the' ~~
"10 Thrngs I Hate About ~.:.:.:,..;.:.:.... ~.;,:.::.:
You" article I was extremely .
pleased. Then I read it. I was
plssed, to say the least. Everyone IS entitled to
"When Michael Ferrarella rips apart my





to. \,., OL.,l....., ...... U II
Beats 'Tie
their own opinion but thiS was too
rnucn :1
It seemed to me that
Mr. Ferrarel Ja went







Mack? Kid from 3rd
Rock?) Or the actors
reminded him of other people
which he dicn't like (Eddie Vedder? Rico
Suave") Tsk tsk. That's not gOing Into this
movie With an open mind, IS It?
This Isn't one of the movies
like Scream It IS totally
beyond the league of
•tocav's teen flICks I truly"
waul d compare It to the
claSSIC 88 s fliCKS like
Breakfast CI ub and Say
Anything The other characters
In the movie are not invisible to the
audience They are some of the most memorable
characters The assistant principal IS hilarious,
as are the EnglIsh teacher and the father. The
~ -
most memorable parts of the movie involve these
cn aracters What "cute guys"






"cute" or "hot" but
Imperfect. Mikey,







From the producers ofthe hit comedy, Late Mite Catechism:
TELECHARGE: (212)947-8844 or (800)872-8997
mentioll code uMBBAD2~"
The Theatre at St Luke's • 308 West 46th Street, NYC
Wedn~ay at 2& 8 pm, ThulSday & Friday at 8pm, Saturday at 10 pm
for info call: (TOLL FREE) 866-MAYBE BABY
......" ::
...."'4 •••••••••• , .. ••• ....~,: ' ••• 1 ....
"" au9hed and, got m,s~-eyed







~,AS HOT AS EVERI
STOMI! has a beat that just W'on't quit."
-San Francisco Chronicle
SEE WHAI' ALL THE NOISE IS ABOUI'
ORPHEUM THEATRE SECOND AVE AT EIGHTH STREET
Box Office (212) 477-2477 licketMaster (212) 307-4100 www.stomponline.com
-_ ..
............. ~ ~ ~ ~.......... . . .
- YO JOE! A look back at the cartoon, action figures, and comics that many of us grew up with.By: Michael Ferrarella








stick. And that if you're going to be a soldier,
you can't expect to be appreciated in any way.
GI Joe, Cobra, and their respective logos (R)
Hasbro, Inc. All images (C) thier respective own-
ers.




...AND KNOWING IS HALF THE BATTLE
ME: Overall, were- you happy with your portray-
al of the joes as American soldiers?
LH: I thought I was being fair. I was purposely
trying to not glamorize... the situation. I thought
I was making it perfectly clear within the storyline
that the Joes always got the short end of the
Destro
LH: Somebody Just bought the
rights to the corrucs and they're
coming out with a whole other
set of comi cs.
ME: With the reissue of the fig-
ures, do you think there is any
chance of the return of the
comics or cartoon?
LH: They didn't think It was
Important to keep them, so they
didn't renew them.
ME: Are you gOing to be
Involved?
LH: Notas far as I know. [laughs] The guy who
IS dOing It called me up and told me he is doing
It, but didn't ask me to do them ... 1 guess cause
he wanted to do them himself. Hey, more power
to him. If he thinks he can do them better than I
dId that's his get-out.
LH: Nope. I don't have any room! I have a few
figures, and that's about It.
ME: Do you have the toys?
LH: I never had any plans for storylines In the
entire 14 years. I Just did It week by week basi-
cally. As a matter of fact. r didn't know now any
given particul ar Issue was gOing to end until I
got to the end of the Issue. Most of my life I've
been reading corrucs where by the time I got to
the third page I could figure out what was gOing
to happen. I 11 gure If I don't know what's gOing
to happen before the last page, the reader Isn't
gal ng to know.
ME: The corm c ended rather abruptly. What were
any plans for storylines that were supposed to
happen at that time?
LH: I have one of each Issue.
LH: It wasn't my choice to kill
~i him off. The director came
~""..down from Hasbro and said
'."Cobra Commander dies in
the movie, so he has to die in
the comic" and I said "Cobra
.Commander IS the most
.popular character in the
comics, it's crazy to kill him
off." We had to kill him off
:in the comic and we lost
.:::;~.~~ between 20-30% of our
readership. We never really
recovered from it. It was a really stupid move, I
couldn't talk them out of It.
LH: Exactly.
ME: Hasbro didn't object?
ME: What IS the size of your GI Joe cormc col-
lection?
4 years ago and they're never goi ng to come back
as a toy, why not just clean house."
ME: So that's why you brought him back, to sat-
isfy the readers who had left.
ME: A lot of the Joes that were In the figure line
never appeared In your comic. Were they a part
of your GI Joe universe?
LH: Nope. [laughs] If I didn't like them, they
didn't show up.
ME: What do you think of the new Joe re-issue
figures?
LH: I haven't seen them.
LH: [laughs]
ME: Hasbro lost the nghts to a lot .ot GI Joe
names. General Hawk was re-released as
General Tomahawk...
ME: Baroness was released as Chameleon,
Snow Job released as White-Out. .. how could
Hasbro lose the rights to these names?
ME: Did the relationship
With Hasbro ever change throughout the time you
were working with them?
on both levels. So I am satisfying myself as a
writer and the kid gets satisfaction too. The
dossiers are written purposely so that a 10-year
old kid reading it sees it as as absolutely straight
Information and an adult reading it gets the joke.
~:':
LH: Sure. At one point/:~;~~'
they reacted very strongly
to a cover we did that had
Roadblock standing on the
cover holding a huge 50-J
caliber machine gun. They~.
just overreacted and said
"No more guns on the'
cover" and we said "How
can you put out a comic
called GI Joe without char-
acters carrying guns on the
cover?"
ME: What dld you think of the cartoon'!
LH: It changed all the time, of course. There
were two or three people who were mostly In
charge but the licensing and merchandising liai-
son is usually a 22 year old girl straight out of
college, first job with a company. If they're any
good, or even if there not any good, Within ayear
they are promoted out of it. So for 14 years I had
14 different liaisons and every time the person
would be replaced With someone who had
absolutely no Idea [laughs] what was going on.
They knew nothIng about the comics or the toys
and after 8years there was too much for anybody
to figure out.
LH: None whatsoever.
ME. Old you have any contribution 10 the car-
toon?
ME: Where did you acqurre all your rnilitary
knowledge?
LH: Never seen an entire episode. I figured If
they didn't ask me to do one, I wasn't interested
m watching It. [laughs]
ME: At one point in the comics you had a num-
ber of Cobras who were killed underneath a
freighter and Joes who died in a mission, It was
all very sudden. Did Hasbro have anything to
say about the sudden killing of some of their
characters?
LH: It was sort of like cleaning house. When you
have over 250 characters and you realize "Gee
these characters are from a line of toys from 3 or
LH: Research. When dealmg With military stuff
you have to be pretty accurate.
There used to be a book store
called Sky Books International
in New York so I read a lot of
~:~:]:n::%:::~(::W::7::::(iiJJIIJli~~III·;HIII·]I·ljll·l.111111·11~.i~I~~~·~lii~·~.j.I~llllj!·il:[~I!I.ji1jll-I!i!ill:~:i~:r military bo0ks and got to know
the staff really well and I could
ME: So which was first, the comic the figures or
the cartoon?
LH: Oh, a lot of restrictions, of course There IS
always ... and each comic had to be app roved
ME Old you find any restrictions wrlt~ng for a
comic that was closely tied to an action figure
line?
LH: I Just made them up! [laughs] How did I
come up with them? I don't know, they come out
of the ether. [For the code names] I us ually gave
Hasbro .about 3-5 choices and stipul ate which
was the first choice. Most of
the time they went with the
first choice, unless there was
a real problem with copyright
or something like that. For the
actual names of the people, I
would sort of mix and match.
I would use people I knew, a
lot of people who worked 'at
Marvel or Hasbro so it
became a thing, you know.
Some names I would mix and
match ....1 had some really old
high school yearbooks. I took my mom's old
1931 Sacramento high school yearbook and fig-
ured "well anybody in this yearbook who is still
alive is 80-somethl ng years old." Or I'd mix and
match them anyway. An older writer taught me
long ago, if you go to ayard sale and find re~­
Iy, really old college or high school year books,
snap them up. In respect for a name, leaf
through the yearbook. See what you come up
with.
LH: The action figures were In development way
before we started on the cormc, but I 1hink the
comic came out almost concurrently with the first
batch of action figures. Then the animation fol-
lowed that. but the animation had been worked
on... they started work on that pretty soon
because It was all J unified effort. There were
television ads for the comic books which featured
the toys, and that was sort of the springboard for
the arumation senes I think the animation senes
IS a year iater.
LH: By Hasbro, of course. All Issues have to
approved by the parent company.
ME: By Hasbro?
ME: How was the concept-to toy-to comic
process'!
LH: You just can't think of it as a toy. I just tried
to think of them as real people. I thmk 11 you go
Into It thinking the whole thing IS a toy concept,
you're tosinq to begin With. I Just tried to ignore
the fact there IS a toy. Ihis IS a military-concept
cormc, and these are real characters, rnakinq as
trymg not to write down to a kid level but to write
as If I was writing for my peers. But to make-It
also so It was accessible to akid but so 11 worked
ME: When did you become involved with the
1980s G! Joe revival?
LH: I don't know the exact year or date, I know it
was before the new line of Joes came out
Hasbro came to Marvel with these production
drawings, they weren't even In color - they were
In black and whites at the time - of I think 9 or
10 figures ... One of them was an Infantry man
and one of them was a Cobra Operations spe-
cialist and one of them was a Mortar Man and
that was all they had. They figure In an Idea )f
the job of this figure.
For the duration of GI Joe.
writer Larry Hama was responsi-
ble for bringing life and person-
ality to each and every character .
"':"-<.....
In the franchise's roster. Larry
also wrote the eli o-n-save dossiers found on the
back at the toy packaging. Dunng the 14 years
of GI Joe, Larry wrote almost every Issue in the
155-issue run, as well as the GI Joe: Special
MIssions spin-off. Currently based at his
Manhattan residence, I talked with Larry about
the GI Joe lore.
The 1980s revival of GI Joe featured a host of
colorful characters: the genius of Cobra
Commander; th e attitude of Roadblock; the mys-
tery of Snake Eyes; and the absurdity of
Serpentor, just to name a few. The Joes were led
by General Hawk as they combat-
ed the Cobra. led by Cobra
Commander. All the characters
received their orders from their :~~i~;~
respective leaders, but ultimately:'~'"
answered to a higher power: thisl<
man being Larry Hama.
L.. H I had :0 00 • trorn the ground up. [Hasbro]
came :0 Marvel and sal d they were gOing to put
out th.s line of toys but they weren't gOing to be
the 12-lncn figures They were smaller figures,
and the Joes were gOing to have names and per-
sonanues Marvel made a deal to do the comic
book. we were SJ pposec to come up with all of
th at
ME' What was your input in creating the Joes
and Cobras?
ME: So you created all the characters such as
Cobra Commander, General Hawk, and Flint.









Without you, the memories have no
meamng




The right of return.
What right have you to burn
.){?: faci Iities?
.:::::::: ~;:.
.'. My abi lities to discern
:~tmm:: soldiers vs. brothas,
:~ff} bullets VS. beards,
".:::::::.- ..
..... tanks upon our property..
:\'@f' It's all because you fear'
:::m~~: the faith in our heart.
:::::::::::.,
Now we must make a start.
:;'::::::::"
\~t} Organize
;{}}: as another one of us departs.
-,:.;.;....
...... Military blockades outside of the mosque.
t~@}, Intricate plots to take and change our locks.
ott?: Ki II off the ki ds
0,:::::::::::.
....... and say we're terrorists.
tt!J: Pumping propaganda:
::t\\\}: Schindler's List.
.... The pity of the world can only go so far.
f::~~:}: Guaranteed loss when you fight against Allah .
t{/:: The rope is too short,
'.:.:.;.'
the end of the leash,
Free Palestine!
No justi ce, no peace
No thank you, no please
..............
'\\> No sorry, don't like you
Only like my brothas and my sisters
and we fight you!
We have a right to,






"j\,[}' perpetrated by zi onists ...
..... try to say Palestinians don't exist.
;:t::m::, We fight with a fist




:\If: You say you need a homeland
(~~:\j~} and bulldoze my home.
..':';'. Illegal settlements
:K~:J~: can't hold back the bretheren
Jt~\: when we .get together and
0.:.:.:..'
get the food and medici ne
t\\\\k back to the people
t~:~D cause you blocked off the border
Israeli soldiers working for the New World Order.
...;:;:;:::;:;
:W~? We know that peace isn't part of the plan --
t~\~t: There can never really be justice. on stolen land
Without you, the waters seem to rise
and I drown.
Without you, the skies seem to sink
and I suffocate.
ott} Red carnations intruding on my min_d
......... _Red carnations spinning round and round
<f\}: Red carnations blurring words, I can't find





Here's one, and another,
<t}: Oh my, how red they are!
-, :-:.:....
Red as blood on white satin
.':::::::::::'
<:=:::}: Red as the aging sun
{::~:!:\::: Red as the ladybird's wing
:~t:I:, Could they truly be real?
/@j} Red carnations, their colour so divine.
.:.:::::::."
.... Have they been plucked from heaven?
::m::::}: Red carnations, a sparkling shade of wine
ott): Touching them, they feel as a petal would feel;
.•...:.:.•..
....... Smelling them, they smell as a petal would smell.
:~Ift
'{:~iii!i:: Red carnations go whizzing past my head
.:,:~:::.:-Red carnations floatlazrly.ln the wind.
::{\f Red carnations go tumbling down the river
Red carnations grow all around me
It enjoys the peace and serenity,
'\:::t~: The music of the birds.
{~1~1}:; "SPIash"
Ouch, it hurts!
tjjj[[t; It hurts when it hits the rocks.
*786*
The 0 cean Whis pers
By Aisha Kahn
{\]J The ocean whispers.
Can you hear it?
:t~l:::
"WhODSh"
t~1D: It tells of the bodies
Crashi ng against its surface.
{~\~\I~~
"Shhhh h"
:~~:~:~~~::~~: Isn't that the sound it makes?
)::t~[\} It's tryi ng to tell you a secret.
The ocean whispers.
:tt\t\}: Can you hear it?
Without you, nothing is the same
and everything is just so different
Without you, nothing ever goes right,'
and everything just seems to go wrong.
Without you, the light is too dim
and the darkness too bright.
Poetry
:@!!\\:) The ocean whispers.
{,:::::}{:::\\~} {\::1}~: t:[1~\\~} {jj::~\} +::1:!}: '::HI::: ?·.:::n: :tt(, Can you hear it?
Asylum
Without you, the nights are too long
and the days seem never to end.
Without the lhouqht of you ...
that day will never come




I wished you well and spoke no more;
There was a lot to say, but my heart just tore
... when you were sick.
When you were sick, I felt like a fool,
I looked for you everyday at school.
When you were sick, endless days and nights passed,
I hadn't seen you, then I called you at last.
I didn't expect you to know who I'd be,
But it was such a pleasure when you recognized me!
When you were sick, I prayed for you-
That you woul d get better and feel all new!'
When you were sick, I al most cried,
I didn't want to show it but the feeling wouldn't hide: :~@~t
.....................................................~ ~ -"," :
My Life
By Mr. X
When you were sick, I was really concerned,
You had the fever but my head burned.
*7B6*
When You Were Sick
By Aisha Kah n
My life still and tarnished
It has no meaning, not to me
.! try to look.back and remember,
Remember better times
But there is nothing,
Nothing except my loyal friend
He alone always there
Standing by my side
Never letting me escape
He alone, the king of Darkness
And my only friend, waits there
Patiently to protect me
I cry out, tears roll down my face
I force myself to try agai n
To look harder to make out something
something, something....
I am searching desperately for that tiny elusive branch
That could save me from falling,
Falling into the vast hands of loneliness
Nothing, alii see is Empty Darkness
And it's king my loyal friend
Smiling, watching over his kingdom
At the bottom -of the
Boundless sea we call life
When you were sick, nothing seemed fun,
'You had the cold, but my nose would run.
SectionPoe t ry
................................................................"•.......- ' , .
Away, away you take my pai n.
You hold me still to feel.
Touch me so carefully.
Kiss me passionately.
We...here..:at the AsyLumwould..J.i.K,e..to t..tlaJ'lk>aH .
contributiq~>.wrHersandatl tfie read~ts that .qave
us such <w-ooderful' .fe:edb'a·elcJor· the·... last issue. It
wasl'eallyslVeet a~d)rnuch~PP ret iated .by all the
artistsandwrttere t~at ·work· so hard" to .produce
this worR·foryo,u. From the bottom of ou rhearts,
thank you for makin 9 this sec t ion so 9rea1.
Many faces cross before my eyes,
... some interesting
... sad, empty and numbed.
MY Angel Face
Asyl um Staff
con tact_ asyIum@hotmai I.com
Kind, peaceful face I will always see.
My dreams are sti II of you and me.
My heart still remembers,
but my lovely days are gone
with my angel face.
to s.
i wish i could know you again ...
jd.
Free of pain yet he feels,
Free of sadness that holds him still
... eyes that shine and I hide mine,
.. .smile, a gentle lonely smile
My beautiful angel face.
Ahh ... my days with my angel face.
Far gone, still I remember, the stillness of my angel face.
Sometime ago I remember myself like him,
._. a carefree spi rit
... a joyous face
.. .a stained free body.
One.... face appears,
... with hidden glow of quite calmness,
. .. vulnerable satisfaction, and strength of wisdom.
Awindow of his soul, I see.
Unknown energy passed .._
I want to touch an d hal d,
.. .a face only in my dreams..
There I know a connection between him and me.
My past innocent days, his knowing face ...
The Physician Nightmare
By Onunaku, Ozo-Augustine
My dear Pau line
I have lost this one
I sat sti II here
Right by my lonely bed
A pale night I recall
The darkness thus console me
And I drifted with pain,
Agony and a sunken heart
I came upon our night
Our S\N8et first night
Remember lne Kiss. By the r;ver bank
Your lips, so soft, like a ruby red apple
Remember the swim. In trle r~iger
Your feel, so war:n, that the water caved !n
Remember the toed. By your mother's hut
Your cooking so tasty. like the tropic fruits
The r'al I I~ ~ mp I'n a" em;:.rgen cy.... v I, vCI,:" ,I, II I""
I went in thus, good God
A bleeding patient
It took me a whi ie
But I nursed her back
My dear PaulIne
I had let her down
I gave her hope
Cause she asked me so
Doc! Will I make it?
And so sure was I
That I told her yes
My knowledge and experience
They did prove me wrong
My dear Paul ine
I have dread this day
I did all I could
So I dont know why
She is too young to succumb
A sweet precious lady
My dear Pauline
Will you share my pain?
Please dont say I'm the man
For I need comfort.
" 'II n)i,p(iiJv 1.._ t j -;» _"I '-oJBar ! " .... hU \., I:
Blurb of Life :;(},
By Julie Mae Dojillo ',~I};
To create apeacefu I sei f.
tf~~:
The valley of the mind is unforgiving
Truth about ourselves is crying
Unknown self surfaces
That we always try to repress
:tf~:
Fury of emotions in constant motion




The money we have
!s stolen, Unearned.
\;Vhen young cecornes old
One lesson is learned
Everything comes to pass.





The weather was basically fair at first,
Though the sun wasn't even out;,
Then it got a bit swirty and windy
'Cause the rain. would be coming about.
It finally came and it poured and poured.
It went "shhhhh" then "grrrrr" - that's how it roared!
I watched from my door and got such pleasure,
My body urged to soak to an extreme measure.
I asked Dear Mommy; she said I may go,
The moment I stepped out, I saw a rainbow.
I Jumped and I ran and got wetter and wetter;
I Indulged in the rain; it felt so much better!
I yelled and I laughed 'cause it felt so good,
Then my head began to ache so I pulled up my hood.
My muscles were cramping because of the cold rain,
My body was aching, it was such sweet pain.
I Jumped .ntoa puddle-ouch, it was colcl
! sl ipped as I Iand eo, there was nothing I caul d hold!
My hands were ali muddy, all yucky and icky;
I washed them In the rain so they wouldn't be sticky.
I began to dance like in a movie scene,
Then Iheard someone yell, "What a crazy teen!"
It was my neighbor, oh, he's so mean-
Nosey low-life, he's awindow fiend!
Yelling and screaming
People are dreami ng
Of Iives not worth IiVI ng.
If nothi ng has mean: ng
But the sun is sti IJ gleami ng




Hate rie because I am everything
you fear
Hate me because of voices that
all whisper in your ear
Hate me because I disagree with
your brainwashed beliefs










......._ , ··.h .
.......................................: _ .
Concert Revi ews • Con cert Revi ews •
~~_.




A decade ago a band emerged out of the Los Angeles death metal scene and captured them Powerrnan 5002. Those that have heard their music might understand why.
the attention of quite C3 few listeners. Some of them criticized the group for putting ~------ There was ahuge con1rast between the Denver and New York shows.
clean melodic vocals to brutal music, using samples, and leaving out Denver was the best of the three shows I saw since they got over with the
solos. Others just simply enjoyed a unique sound that had emerged crowd really well, the sound was good, and the band played with
from musicians who had the balls to put it out. The group has some conviction. In New York, it was adifferent story. The band
since lost the label of being a death-metal band and has dropped the glam image and has adopted a punk look. The
found their name amidst numerous styles. The most pop- first coup~e of songs on the set were just bass and
ular labels used to describe their music today are cyber drums, as you barely could hear the vocalist and there
metal and extreme alternative. I usually just call them was absolutely no guitar atall. I rater told the guitarist
Fear Factory. and it was actually news to him, too. Seemingly no
Fear Factory took the last year and a half off after one in the crowd cared enough to even mention it to
a shit load of touring following the release of their the band members or anyone who was involved
third studio album in 1998, Obsolete. The band with tile show. On the lighter side, the band's crew
came around the area nearly 10 times in a year. For can't seem to get the backdrop right. The first time I
a band that has gained the stardom they have, thafs saw them the backdrop was put backwards, the sec-
unh eard of. They are hard workers and they're back on and time it was upside down, and the third it was
the road again, preparing for the release of their fourth crooked and you could see Kittle's logo. Perhaps it's part
studio album, Digimortal, slated for sale on April 24th. of the gig?
They're joined on tour with Kittie, The Union Underground, Kittie sucks.
Slaves On Dope, and Boy Hits Car. Collectively, this package is Finally after enduring 3 sets to maintain a decent place in the
known as Snocore Rock 2001. crowd, my ears were revived as Rhys Furber's synthesizers came alive and
I purchased tickets to three different shows - Denver (1/24/01), New York Burton C. Bell of Fear Factory hit the stage to greet the crowd. After he was joined
(2/15/D1), and Asbury Park, NJ (2/17/01). I only attended two of them, Jersey being by his bandmates, Fear Factoryripped into one of their new songs, "Acres Of.
the one that got away. However, I did get to meet all but one of the musi- Skin." Sooner or later there's going to be some violent moshing to this
cians at the ~n~ of th~ Roselan~ gig. The one mu.sician. being Kittie song .as irs the nerviest and. fastest of the songs from Digimortal
vacal isUguitarist, Morgan lander. The show in Denver took they've played thus far on tour. The crowd's unfamitiarity with
place at the Fillmore Auditorium, a really nice venue which the song had them only standing around and slightly
arts ts seem to really enjoy performing at. As mentioned, swinging their heads. That was all about to change as
the show here in the city was set at Roseland. soon CIS Raymond Herrera began kicking the bass
The first band to hit the stage and give their attempt drums and Dino Cazares chugged the riffs to
to captivate the arriving crowd is Boy Hils Car. It's "Demanufacture. "
rare mat the first band on long ballroom bill gets any The opening track to the band's most inno-
sort of response, much less positive one, from the vative album brought the venue al ive and hun-
crowd. But these guys from LA really got the crowd dreds of people screaming at the top of their
going. Boy Hits Car does go along with the aggres- lungs. The energy level in the crowd afterwards
sive rock that is'showcased on this tour, but there's a remained consistent even through the three other
lot of clean melodic vocals, acoustic guitars, and even new tracks - "Digimortal," "Linchpin," and "What
a flute present in their music. Ifs a little diverse, and the Will Become." Other songs on the set included "Self
sourd is really trippy. My focus at both shows was on the Bias Resistor," "Shock," "Descent" and off of 1992's
vocalist, Cregg. He has a lot of emotion in his vocals, and he debut Soul Of A New Machine, "Scapegoat." In New York,
plays the flute and the acoustic guitar. The guy is in his own world Slaves On Dopejoned Fear Factory to supply back up vocals for
upon that stage and is one of the most charismatic lead singers to come "Edgecrusher," a song that rattles the house each and every time. As
around in a while. Watch out for Boy Hits Car, as they should be on the Ozzfest usual the set was capped off with the Fear Factory anthem "Replica."
bill lhis year, too. Pick up their major label self-titled debut, out right now..In most I didn't Quite get to see the crowd in Denver since Iwas all the way in the
places it should be less than 10 bucks. front but the show at RoseImd was the first time I saw the band from a
The next band on the stage is Slaves On Dope. They're ttle first distance and was abtet~ see what the crowd at their shows was like.
band signed to Sharon and Ouy Osbourne's Divine Recordings For those of you who think a Korn show is rowdy, these pits fil-
Iabel. The band spent the summer on the Ozzfesfs second tered off the kicfdies and left the real motherfuckers. There
stage and supported Soulfly on the Primitive tour in the is absolutel" nothing that parallels a Fear Factory show;
fall. Despite playing under a bunch of decent artists in the energy level from their sound and their fans create
the past year, this band really sucks. Ifs just a bunch an absolute magical experience.
of bad guitar riffs, angry (but simple lyrics. and a These are only the first shows the band will
bunch of guys trying to get some reaction from the .·>::·:··::..·.w .; be doing this year. I wouldn't be against Fear
crowd. However, they do seem to have a following . .:' ··:,r:· .:.:. FaCtory doing a bunch. of shows around the area
that's 'growing which is evident with the factthat a lot .:. .:~:~::.::::J:.: this year. On April 19th, the band hits the road again
of people were anticipating their arrival and sung := . ::.:, .::::.:. with Papa Roach. I asked bassist Christian Olde
along to most of the set. Personally, irs not fur. to be Wolber's if that tour was rolling through New York,
chanting "Don't Tell Me How To Live My Life..." with no but he wasn't sure. Burton C. Bell did tell me that they
real rtlythm. The band isabsent of the grooves and erne- won't be doing Ozzfest this year but may tour with
tional roller coaster thai would put them at least a notch .. Pantera this simmer, as well as a few other trips. Whatever
above being a bore. the case may be, if you're into intense music, get yourself a -.
Th e Union Underground is aband that Iwas really excited about ticket to see Fear FactClry. Fuck earplugs.
when I first heard them last year. I've seen them three times now and I've
lostalot of the interest in this band. The only fun thing that is left to do is to call
:; D.:l.ys of T l·(lc.!ition..:d r\fi"-ic i.AI'
D..1Y\"~.· LH'''.~ r)~~Itl'\ .• +-listo;-,,'y ond
ell It-H'O I ,.ut \\I"H·k.sh~)Ps!
t'r~., hl .
5c:~Y\t.':,.~" (~L\i~C"a: C ...·H1 ..)'-'; At,l;)
:Tv,-',,"v C ........~Sfl L~ nd ~!A5-\. ~
They played a 45-minute kick ass fucking set,
which ended with "Anger"! During "Anger" I had
a few chances to grab the Mic and sing along
with 20 other kids on my back. Overall the show
was great. I had a really good time; my only
complaint is that there were many delays
between the bands getting on stage. After the
show Rey,(lead singer of Downset) shoo~ every-
one's hand and thanked us for coming down on
such ashitty night. He also promised to be back































The last time Downset played in New York, was
when they played at Lamour's in Brooklyn in late
1999. After a long wait, about 45 minutes, the
crowd could hardly wait anymore for Downset to
come on stage. When they finally took the stage
they started the set off with "Empower," the first
song from their second album which really got
the crowd going. Ihat song set up the night for
a long, hard set. They played at least 14 songs
from all three of their albums. I was really look-
ing forward to hear some old school Downset
and they did not disappoint me. They played old
. school jams such as "Downset," "About to Blast,"
"Eyes Shut Tight," "Pocket Full of Fat Caps," and
"Sangre De Mis Manos." They also mixed some
new songs into the set.
From handing kids the mic and jumping in the
crowd, you can tell that Marcus is truly in the
scene for the love of music. They played numer-
ous songs from their album Our Time With You,
including my favorites "5:30" and "Be Mighty."
After Factory 81 left the stage, with little crowd
response New Jersey's hardcore kings E-Town
Concrete hit the staqe. They started off with
"Time2Shine" from their first album. One can
al ways depend on E-Town for thei r songs to be
hard, the pit to be h<lrd and the punches to your
face to be hard. They played a very short set,
which disappointed the crowd who was expect-
ing a long one. They played songs such as "Sick
World," "Cycles," "Shaydee," "I Got This," anc
"Justwatchastep. "
~
Relafze.Ashe.,£-=-1 0 Wrl__ W Zy, Dow nset.
Wetlands -Tuesday, February 13, 2001
By Jason Prior
Contributing Writer
Nothing beats go ing to a hardcore show on a
snowy February nig ht to get one's blood pump-
ing. So we got some beers, hopped in the car
and set off for a night of some hardcore music.
When we finally arrived at the Wetlands we were
all buzzed from the beer. The anticipation of see-
ing Relative Ash, E-Town Concrete, and Downset
also got our blood flowing. Upon arriving,
Relative Ash was taking the stage. They started
off by playing one of my favorite songs, "Good
Form". These guys truly sound more and more
like the Deftones every time I hear them. The
best part of Relative Ash is their lead singer
Marcus Harrington, who goes crazy on stage.
LOOK FOR US IN ROOM 1455 360/PAS OR IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BEING A MEMBER OR BECOMING
AOJ. PLEASE SEND US AN EMAIL WITHTHESUBJ ..IWANNABEAOJ .. ATCANOOUR77@AOL.CO M.
LOOK FOR US INMARCH DURING OUR PROMOTIONS WEEK.




TICKER aSyLuM FEBRUARY 26, 2001
The Ticker and DreamWorks Pictures invite you and a guest
to an advance screening on March 1. To receive your
complimentary pass, stop by The Ticker starting February 26.
One pass per person. While supplies last. No purchase necessary.
